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Valley mourns loss
of a “good bloke”
and great music
Marty Barclay was laid to rest in the
Kangaroo Valley Cemetery on Friday
August 15, aged 54.
The moving ceremony was attended by one
of the largest groups ever assembled at the
cemetery.
That more than 500 people paid their last
respects to the popular musician, teacher
handyman and family man, and
community minded person was a reflection
of the high regard Marty enjoyed for his
wide range of activities and interests in
Kangaroo Valley and beyond.
Always courteous and softly spoken (quite
a contrast to when he was belting out his
rock and roll routines) Marty was a Past

President of the Lions Club of Kangaroo
Valley, President of the Kangaroo Valley
Bowling Club (at present merging with
the Nowra Bowling Club) a project in
which Marty played a leading role making
such a union possible, thereby saving the
Valley Club from extinction and as the
music master for the ANZAC Day service.
The ceremony this time was a celebration
of Marty’s life and the many tributes were
indeed touchimg.
We feature Marty’s life including a
special tribute from his widow Jenny, on
page 3 of this issue.
Marty’s involvement with so many
aspects of the valley will be sorely missed.

Hi Ho Silver at Olympics for Shane
Years of intensive effort by Shane Rose was
rewarded when the Australian Equestrian
team placed second in 2008 Olympics.
On hand to witness the achievement in Hong
Kong were his proud parents Penny and John
Rose, from Wattamolla.
Top right:
Parading in in the
main arena:
Right the medal
ceremony
Centre:
The Rose family
celebrates
Far right
Shane puts All Luck
through his paces in
the Dressage.
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earthmoving equipment on hand for a small
Council job in the Valley.
He wonders why the Council equpment and
manpower could not have given a helping hand
to the lone worker on the pathway.
Should you
wish to make a
donation to the
pathways
We have a moving tribute from Martin’s widow
project, please
Jenny in this issue, highlighting Martin’s wide
contact Chris
ranging community activity and we hope to
Treuen on
bring you Cheryl’s obituary next month.
0415227531.
With the Council elections due, there was a fair
attendance (10 candidates from 31, standing for
the position of Mayor and Ward Councillors) at There are plenty of interesting post Olympic
the public meeting and a full report is presented activities heading our way this month with the
on page 39.
School Trivia Night on September 6, the third
Last issue we highlighted the differentiation in Folk Festival from September 12-14 and of
the funding of the Nowra Skateboard Park,
course the Council elections on September 13.
($556,000) and the Valley BMX Track
Talking about the Olympics, the consensus
($10,000), where this community has been
seems to be that many of us were disappointed
asked to contribute $5,000, plus the provision of with the Channel 7 coverage.
materials, machinery and labour.
It was jingoistic and biased in the extreme,
An explanation (not satisfactory) by a sitting
generally conducted with a condescending air
Councillor, was it was connected to an inflation and saturated with repetitive advertising, often
of the purchase price of land adjoining
during much delayed coverage.
Stockland Mall to cover the relocation as
Particularly nauseating was the fawning Sunrise
Council could not charge a development fee.
team, with the seemingly constant urge for
The point is though, why some of that windfall innane laughter and comment about things
money (which must have gone into
where their knowledge was obviously limited
consolidated revenue) of say only 1%, could not Another beef is the use of the much overworked
have been transferred to the Valley.
description “hero”, often embarassing to the
Nevertheless the project is now well underway athletes but seemingly limited to medal winners.
and will hopefully provide a much needed
From a general point of view all members of the
facility for the Valley youth.
Australian contingent are to be congratulated on
The other project requiring further direct Valley making the team and being able to perform
contribution is the pathway extension to
against top opposition in whatever field of
Barrengarry Store and as a third stage to the
endeavour they have taken up.
Cemetery, where the work of the volunteer
Those who achieve a personal best have an
group has been exceptional.
additional satisfaction, but for most being there
One of our alert readers noticed just one man
at all is the achievement that means most and
working at the pathway site on the same rainy
will provide memories for a lifetime.
day as the Council had three workers and
Carl Leddy

The Valley was rocked last month with
loss of two of our long term residents on
consectutive days and the community
grief was palpable.
Both Marty Barclay and Cheryl Hindman
were in their early fifties, which these days
is not even regarded as middle age and
have been taken from us too early.

Letters to the Editor

The Editor

Thanks for friendship and compassion
All letters must be
signed by the
writer and give
both business and
home phone
numbers so
letters can be
verified.
Mail to :
The Editor
c/o Post Office
Kangaroo Valley.
2577

I, Margaret Jacobs wish to thank the many
people of Kangaroo Valley very much for
reaching out to me in friendship and compassion
during my visit for my son Norman’s funeral.
My many memories of your warm welcome and
the nuturing in the sharing of Norm’s life is a
comfort to me during my grief.
My long term plan is to return to the Valley in
February 2009 to carry out Norm’s wish that his
ashes end up in the sea and to plant a tree of
remembranceof him in the grounds of the
Friendly Inn as Paul has made that kind offer to
(Continued on page 4)
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No more Mustang Sally for “Martypops”
brother David, father Jim and mother Betty
built the family home.
He worked at the Paper Mill for seven years
before leaving and starting with Dennis
Osborne, (I had worked for the Osborne’s at
Sharply Vale Fruit World for many years) in his
property maintenance business on the
Highlands.
Dennis gave Marty the courage and inspiration
After leaving school worked at United
to start up his own business in Kangaroo Valley
Electronic Servicing, starting as a Storeman
and Martin’s Mowing Service was born in
progressing to Office Manager, fuelling his love 1997.
of electronics.
Marty became involved in many activities in his
Mother and sisters played piano and were
community, including being elected as the
involved in ballet, while Marty played AFL,
secretary for the first KV Public School Council
rode motor bikes and didn’t like piano lessons
and was involved with the school Trivia Nights.
(much to his Mothers dismay) preferring the
KV Lions was another interest where he was
drums & more importantly guitar.
Secretary for two years and President for one
Played in high school bands.
year.
First “paying” band was Bedrock while still in
He was awarded “Lion of the Year” in 1996.
teens and when the other band members headed In 2002 he received his Basic Firefighters
for the bright lights of Sydney, Marty tried his
Certificate with KV Rural Fire Brigade but soon
luck in Townsville for a while before joining his realised that it wasn’t really for him when on
mates in Sydney and the band Twister.
his first controlled burn he managed to set
himself alight!
Anzac Day was another big day on his calendar,
with an early start to set up the PA ready for the
day’s events.
Not forgetting the first two Shoalhaven Folk
Music Festivals that were held in Kangaroo
Valley
His friend Keith Garrett encouraged him to
rekindle his music, starting with “The
Legends”, playing their first gig at a Brownies
dance at The KV Hall.
Through Keith he also started the guitar tuition
Marty got a great career move with Twister
at Glengarry, which he loved. He would
proudly come home with stories of “his” boys
and how well they would progress with their
Twister which had a big following in venues
lessons.
such as Chequers and the Bondi Lifesaver,
supported bands such as The Angel and AC/DC This led to Marty’s solo career beginning at KV
Country Club where he met and formed a firm
and also released a single “Getting Nowhere”/
friendship with Lance Brown.
“Midnight” which Marty co-wrote.
In 1977 we met at a Twister gig in Blacktown
and were a couple shortly after marrying on
November 11, 1978.
After working for some years in the field of
electronics Marty felt he didn’t get to spend
much time with his family so in 1990 we
decided on a “tree change” and bought a block
of land in Kangaroo Valley.
Marty started work at Australian Paper in
Bomaderry as Production Supervisor - in the
Finishing section, implementing a computerised
inventory system for the Engineering Stores.
During this time Marty, with the help of Jenny’s
Marty, Jenny, Lance and Julie “In the mood”

Martin Philip James Barclay was born
in Innisfail, Queensland on June 1, 1954
(that’s why he wore the maroon jersey at
State of Origin matches.)
His family lived in various country towns
before settling in Southport, Gold Coast
and while at school he worked odd jobs selling papers and bowser boy.

Marty starts his own business

and
musician
Ross Nobel,
performing
all over and
recording in
Marty’s
studio.
Marty’s love
of the guitar
was evident
to everyone
who saw or
heard him
play; he
gave guitar
lessons in
his studio to
many
students. The studio was his sanctuary and he
would spend countless hours writing and
recording music - his love of musical
technology made him a regular at the music
Lance, Marty, Julie and I then became “In The shops in Nowra.
Mood” singing locally, Friday night at the KV In 2004, we went on our first overseas trip
Show and at Nowra Golf club.
together. This was to visit daughter Stacey who
Marty continued to perform at the KV Show
had gone to live in Ireland 2 years earlier with
annually, KV Bowling Club, Friendly Inn,
her partner Spike.
parties and weddings. Marty played a large part Marty celebrated his 50th birthday in Dublin,
in “Christmas In The Valley” playing and
but the best part was travelling to Paris to see
organising music for the annual Christmas Eve Van Morrison in concert and visiting Monet’s
show at The Friendly Inn.
garden.
During this time he formed a duo (Roadhouse
Marty joined forces with Ken and Maree
and then The Honeymooners) with good friend
(Continued on page 10)
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Letters to the Editor (continued)
(Continued from page 2)

us all.
As I wish to share these events with you all, I
shall keep in touch.
Till then may life be kind and generous to you
all.
Margaret Jacobs
Paynesville 3880
The Editor

Has something changed?
I see the last two issues of 'The Voice' has the
Colys propaganda advertisemnet missing.
Has the down-turn in the property market
saved Kangaroo Valley, for now…
Spike Rutherford
Bendeela Road
The Editor

Thanks for a successful donations
drive
The orphaned children at the Matthew Rusike
Children’s Home, Harare, Zimbabwe, will be
totally thrilled when they receive the multitude
of pens, pencils, toothbrushes, body lotions and
a large selection of other stationery and toiletry
items kindly donated by generous members of
our wonderful community and existing child
sponsors.
On behalf of the children, thank you very much
to each and every one who donated the
(Continued on page 6)
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Editor’s note
Elsie Dewhurst, one of the Valley’s true pioneers recently celebrated her 99th birthday
and her old school friend Bill Lawson, who is also in his 90’s and still active in the
community (see story page 46) penned this poem as a tribute to Elsie.
We are more than pleased to be able to print this thoughtful and sensitive reflection of
the diverse aspects of lifelong friendship and residence in this place of wonder and
contentment.
Carl Leddy

Ode to Elsie
When evening shades darken on Bunker's Hill Range
The nocturnals of the rainforest awake to the change
The chorus of kookas farewelling the day
The cry of a nightbird on its lonesome way
The quarrelsome possums in a nearby tree
The murmur of creek waters on their way to the sea
These are the sounds that lull her to sleep
When after her prayers trusts her night to his keep
The first light of dawn’s eastern sky showing red
She sees it all from her open verandah bed
Reared in the days of the potstick and mangle
And the old butter churn with its rickety handle
No aerosol cans to combat smells flies or fleas
Only Lysol and phenol to take care of all of these
It wasn't the neighbour's mower that awoke you to your daily cares
Usually it was the clothes prop and rabbito men extolling their wares
The rabbito man with his spring cart and horse
And the myriad of flies that followed of course
If in your pocket you had two bob to spare
With a flash of his knife he would skin you a pair
The clothes prop man was just one of these
Meandered through bushland felling tall slender trees
His days were numbered so housewives rejoiced
For his business was plundered by the handy Hill's hoist
She remembers with fondness her early school days
How the tempo of life has changed in so many ways
The slab schoolhouse was draughty needed no windows at all
As ample light filtered through many cracks in the wall
The first rule of school before we marched in
Was to assemble in the schoolyard to sing God Save the King
Playtime meant marbles or pegging of tops
Our song Nellie Kelly was top of the pops
The girls copped it easy the boys copped the pain
Their slightest indiscretion was rectified by cane
This constant fear spawned some evil intent
To kidnap a cane and down the long drop it went
Now back to the days of the Second World War
When our nation was in mourning when they tallied the score
In thousands of homes lone night candles burned
In memory of those who never returned
Elsie's life changed so tragically then
As her soldier husband was one of them
So the years roll on by and she thanks her almighty
That she is still soldiering on at the end of her nineties

PS: You may if you wish print all, some or none of this preamble.
If it doesn't appear I won't shed a tear!

Bill Lawson
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CMRI celebrates 50 years in fine style

choice of venue and the delicious food was
George Howe, President of Kangaroo Valley
heartily enjoyed by all 85 guests.
thanked his hard working Committee and
Good place for a party!
generous supporters and paid tribute to the
founder, Professor Lorimer Dodds and our own, We were delighted with the interest shown by
some young people at the dinner and also from
Dorothy Brown.
Dads and Mothers who came to watch the
Long serving members, Joan Winch, Isabel
Butler and Doris Blinman enjoyed the spirited children perform their Award winning
Percussion masterpiece.
fellowship of the evening with guests from
A big vote of appreciation to The Nostalgia
The school children were billed as the main
Sydney and other Branches.
Factory, Stanley Johns, Aquatique and Infinity, The honour of cutting the celebration cake went entertainment for the night and under the baton
and to the artists, Leah Parrish, Quietta Starling, to Patron John Walker and the unstoppable
of the charming Sally Sutton, did not
Sally D’ Ovelle, Sue Prescott, Mary Mc Intyre, worker June Luscombe.
disappoint.
Sheila Young and especially to Dawn Daly who Thank you, Sue and Mark Foster from Yarrawa Even had an encore!
decorated two pairs!
There will be a Committee Meeting of CMRI
Estate, for your wonderfully generous
th
There was much good humour from Rob
contribution, to Barbara and Gerard Volk from at the ‘Friendly Inn’ on Wednesday 17
McGregor, a debonair MC, and Irish craic from Kangaroo Valley Estate for your energetic and September at 5pm.
Sean Kramer, our persistent auctioneer.
It has been decided to have all future Meetings
thoughtful assistance and Joan Good, June
The guests were quick to respond and the jeans Luscombe, Doris Blinman and Isabel Butler for at this time to accommodate the working
were sold for handsome prices.
people who have expressed interest in joining.
their experienced organizational support.
Thank you to all the bidders for this welcome
We hope this will be the case and CMRI can
A gold medal team!
contribution to CMRI funds.
carry on in the Valley for another 50 years.
Jing Jo Restaurant proved to be an excellent
We shall hope to see some of those colourful
Joan Bray
creations on Valley bottoms over the Summer.
Professor Roger Redell spoke of the vital break
throughs that had been achieved over the last
fifty years with research money raised by
Branches like Kangaroo Valley, who were the
(Established 1897)
first to be formed after Sydney.

The dinner to celebrate this milestone
was held at the beautiful Jing Jo
Restaurant on Saturday 2nd August.
The theme of ‘Jeans for Genes’ was well
represented with a selection of jeans,
donated by generous retailers and painted
by talented Valley artists.

A.P.Sparke & Broad
Solicitors & Attorneys

OBJECTIVE, INDEPENDENT
ADVICE FOR ALL YOUR
LEGAL MATTERS
Contact: Philip Broad
31 Moss Street, NOWRA, NSW 2541
Telephone: (02) 4421 7688
Incorporating the practices of
Alan C. Peters. Phelps & Brown and LFJ Norman
The K.V. School Choir entertained
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until she reached the road that led into the town
of Natchez.
In the doctor’s office the nurse asked her: ‘Aunt
Phoenix is your grandson’s throat any better
since the last time you came for medicine?’
Compiled by Ron Bower
The boy had swallowed lye some years earlier
and his throat would not heal. ‘The little one, he
sit up therein the house all wrapped up, waiting
Anglican Church From the Community at St Joseph’s
by himself. Weis the only two left in the world.
Church of the Good Shepherd
He suffer but it don’t seem to put him back. He
The following is an extract from a sermon
We had a number of different speakers during
got a sweet look. He is going to last … I not
preached by Father Ronan
the month of August with our long time link
going to forget him, no the whole enduring
From Love’ ,St. Paul remind us, ‘bears all
missionaries, Owen and Catherine Chadwick,
time’.
things, believes all things, hopes all things,
visiting us on their return from France.
The nurse gave Phoenix some medicine and a
endures all things’(1Cor13:7).
They have been in France since 1990 and in
nickel as a Christmas gift. Phoenix bought her
Far out in the country one cold December day
the City of Toulouse, South Western France,
an elderly black woman wearing a red bandana grandson a paper windmill on a stick.
for the past seven years.
and a long dark dress was walking along a path ‘I’ll march myself back where he is waiting,
Owen has been in the Universities assisting the
holding it straight up in this hand’.
through the pinewoods.
Christian Students’ movement in Bible,
Here the story ends.
Her name was Phoenix Jackson.
ministry and leadership training.
The author Eudora Welty called it ‘The Worn
She had a little cane and as she made her way
Their return leaves them with mixed feelings
Path’. It is a tale about a love that survives in
through the wintry Mississippi landscape she
as the may not see many of the friends they
would say: ‘Out of my way all you foxes, owls, life and death.
have made for many years.
jack rabbits and wild beasts. I got a long way to Readers have since asked her
On another Sunday I spoke on some of the
‘Was Phoenix Jackson’s grandson dead?
go’.
principles, on prayer, Jesus gave by word and
Each time she has replied: ‘What if he is?
On she went, up steep hills and through thorn
action and encouraged the congregations to
bushes and over a log thrown across a creek. ‘I Old Phoenix would still make the same long
apply these principles in a time of prayer.
journey again and again, if only to keep his
wasn’t as old as I thought’ she said having
As we are still no further advanced in our
memory alive, and allow her a means by which
managed that.
search for a minister asking God’s guidance in
she could go on loving him.
Then she passed through a barbed wire fence
this area was foremost in our prayers.
and across a misty field of tall, dead cornstalks

Human interest stories,
news and happenings
from our
Kangaroo Valley churches

We have been able to arrange a preaching
program for the next few months.
The program will include Neil Percival, from
Berry, members of our congregation and some
visitors.
We hope to be further advance in our search by
the next edition.

PUBLIC NOTICE
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (now a division of the Department of
Environment and Climate Change) are conducting a 1 week per month 1080
Fox Baiting Program in the Kangaroo Valley and Bugong Areas. Baiting is
conducted on various private properties, National Parks estate, Sydney
Catchment Authority estate and Crown land. All properties being baited are
sign posted with the dates of each baiting session.
Dog owners are asked to ensure their dogs do not wander as dogs are highly
susceptible to 1080 poisoning.

For any further information please contact Melinda Norton
or Alison Prentice at the DECC Highlands Area Office,
Fitzroy Falls on (02) 4887 8244.

HERBAL MEDICINE, NATUROPATHY, IRIDOLOGY,
REFLEXOLOGY & NATURAL FERTILITY
MANAGEMENT
ALL OUR HEALTH PRACTITIONERS ARE REGISTERED WITH THEIR RELEVANT
ASSOCIATION AND FULLY INSURED. PLEASE CHECK WITH YOUR PRIVATE
HEALTH FUND AS MANY SERVICES ARE ELIGIBLE FOR REBATES.

PURE HAIR & BEAUTY
81 Queen Street, Berry PH:44641110
www.purehealth.com.au

Letters to the Editor (continued)
(Continued from page 4)

following stationery and toiletry items as well as
cash for postage:
412 pencils
333 pens
40 scissors
22 math sets
28 colour marker and crayon sets
27 colour pencil sets
51 bars of soap
85 toothbrushes
13 large bottles of body lotion
12 hole punchers
Other items donated include, rulers, erasers,
sharpeners, pencil cases, exercise books,
sanitary pads, and other smaller items.

We also received a donation of postal boxes to
pack everything into as well as $85 cash for
postage.
Thank you once again to the generosity of our
community, sponsors and particularly to Wendy
Allan who kindly collected the above items
from donors as they dropped them off at
Wendy’s shop, Oshun Leye.
If you would like to know more about the
children at the Matthew Rusike Children’s
Home, and may be interested in sponsoring a
child’s education in Zimbabwe, please visit the
website: home.pacific.net.au/~mrch
Susy James
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Artists in action a new Pioneer Farm attraction
On Sunday the July 27, Blacksmith,
Mark Hill and his wife, Stone Sculptor,
Eloise Lamond, embarked on a
partnership in creating artwork at “The
Forge” in the Kangaroo Valley Pioneer
Museum Park grounds.

Approximately every fortnight on a Sunday
morning until noon, Mark and Eloise will be
handcrafting artworks from Iron and Mount
Gambier Limestone (a coralline limestone
which has been shaped by more than 25 million
years of geological evolution).
The public will be able to observe traditional
Blacksmithing and Stone Carving techniques on
a regular basis, starting from September 7,
2008.
Mark and Eloise have been creating artwork on
Kangaroo Island together for the past seven
years working in mediums such as bronze, iron,
Gambier limestone, pastels, acrylics and timber.
Together they have been involved in
Exhibitions, Festivals and Symposiums in

South Australia.
They recently have moved to Kangaroo Valley
to start a new life creating art (which can be
found in “The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley”),
pursuing their careers and fulfilling their
dreams.

Dragon head fire poker made by Mark.

Mark at work in the forge

Eloise completes a limestonestone carving.

FERnCROFT RURAL & LANDSCAPING
526C Wattamolla Rd, Wattamolla
berryjetz@bigpond.com
RURAL CONSTRUCTION, LANDSCAPE & ENVIRONMENTAL WORKS
RURAL FENCING & YARDS
WEED CONTROL AND CLEARING
EARTHWORKS & DRAINAGE
STOCK WATER SYSTEMS
ROAD WORKS
HORTICULTURAL AND REVEGETATION
MAINTENANCE OF GARDENS AND PROPERTY
LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION
EROSION AND LAND IMPROVEMENTS
PAVING

CALL US FOR NO OBLIGATION CONSULTATION
Phone 0418 205 225

Community
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Ooh! La! La! The Berry art experience VIEW Club can help
Come and experience a showcase of the This annual event, run by the Rotary Club of
It’s almost spring and time for a spring
Shoalhaven’s artists and crafts people. Berry-Gerringong, presents an extensive display clean, and we’re inviting everyone to
of high quality art and craft.
The Berry Art Experience will be held during
donate all their once-loved-but-no-longer
rd
the October long weekend (October 3rd – 6th) The Berry Art Experience starts Friday the 3
-needed items to our Spring Clean
October with a gala opening night including
at the Berry School of Arts.
Garage Sale.
champagne, hors d’oeuvre and a
distinctly French theme. Attendance at
the opening night is by ticket only
($25 each).
Those attending the opening are able
to preview and purchase the displayed
works before the show is opened for
general admission.
The Berry Art Experience will be
open during the following hours:
Friday 3rd October – 7.00 pm onwards
(by ticket only)
Saturday 4th – 10.00 am to 5.00pm
Sunday 5th – 10.00 am to 5.00pm
Monday 6th – 10.00 am to 2.00pm
Admission to the daytime sessions is
by gold coin donation.
The Berry Art Experience has been
sponsored by the Rotary Club of
Berry-Gerringong for a number of
years to highlight the quality and
range of local artists.
Proceeds from the Berry Art
Experience will be donated to local
charities and the Australian Rotary
Health Research Fund.
For more information or ticket
purchases please phone Neil Hartwell
on 4464 2710.

ADFAS busy plans
The topic for the Australian Decorative and
Fine Arts Society (ADFAS) illustrated lecture
on September 11 is on Australian Silver.
The lecturer is Jolyon Warwick James who is
an international lecturer on English, European

and Colonial silver and has published widely.
He is a consultant worldwide, including to the
National Museum of Australia, National
Gallery of Victoria and the Powerhouse
Museum, Sydney. Jolyon is President of the
NSW Chapter of the Australian Antique and Art
Dealers Assoc. and an Expert Examiner for the
Australian Government.

KANGAROO VALLEY EARTHMOVING
(ALSO TRADING AS KANGAROO VALLEY BOBCAT & TIPPER HIRE)
ABN 24 427 N930 266

NEW WOMBAT BOBCAT. 5 TONNE IHI EXCAVATOR
VOLVO TIP TRUCK, ROAD GRADER. ROLLER
THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENTS COME also available, augers, trencher, rockbreaker, different sized buckets
Excavations, drainage, landscaping, small and narrow roads,
(we have the ideal grader for these roads, dam cleanin.

WE CAN CART roadbase, sand, soil,
mulch, blue metal etc (13 tonne)

Owner operators

GIVE US A CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE ON
44 651 172 or mobiles 0408 534 019 or 0407 786 512

ALSO NOW SUPPLYING
BUSHROCK from hand
held sizes, to display sizes
or for a large rock wall, or
the small rock wall, maybe
even rocking around your
dam edge.
Give us a call, this is
OUR SPECIALITY.

Proceeds will go to the Smith Family’s Learning
for Life program.
It will be held on Saturday, September 20 at
Loughmore Cottage, on Moss Vale Road,
Kangaroo Valley, right opposite The Nostalgia
Factory.
Please bring all items there from 8 am, clearly
labelled with a price.
We urge everyone to support this worthy cause.
We would also welcome any donations from
those unable to attend.
Last month’s guest speaker was Angela Jones
who spoke about Olive Growing and Processing
in Kangaroo Valley.
At present she sells her produce at Berry
markets, but she is developing a processing
plant on Nugents Creek Road where the public
will be able to buy produce and plants.
Angela will also demonstrate pruning olive
trees.
At our next meeting on 12 September our
speaker will be Chris Nobel who will talk about
her recent trip to East Timor.
As usual we welcome anyone interested in
hearing Chris’ talk and ask you to ring Betty
Allan on 44651154 if you would like to come
and join us.
Jenelle Brangwin
Publicity Officer
He has participated in the BBC Antiques
Roadshow program as a silver expert.
In the Australian Silver lecture we look at the
development of the colony and how silver
production was closely linked to this. How do
we know if an item was indeed made in
Australia? How did demand change and
production and styles respond to this? A model
of Australian silver is built up tracing the
various stages of development.
On September 18th there is an ADFAS
Excursion to the gallery of Glass Artist Peter
Crisp and also to Cooma Cottage both near
Yass.
The bus picks up at Nowra and Berry.
The cost is $50.
For further information please contact Lorraine
Nicholls 4441 5867 before September 4.
On October 23rd the Australian Decorative and
Fine Arts Society is honoured to have Harry
Frost MA, an expert in Royal Worcester
Porcelain, give an illustrated lecture entitled
"Worcester Porcelain with Royal Connections".
For 25 years Harry was a designer/modeller at
Royal Worcester England from 1976, and has an
unrivalled knowledge of his subject.
He is a consultant to several Fine Art
Auctioneers in the UK, and he lectures
internationally in USA, Japan and Saudia
Arabia and many times in Australia.
Visitors are always welcome to ADFAS lectures
which are held monthly in the Berry School of
Arts at 7.30PM. Cost is $15 which includes
supper.
Enquiries to Denis Lovelock, 4464 2918.
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Lions Youth of the Year quest – gateway to success!
Prime Minister Kevin Rudd was a Lions
Youth of the Year entrant in the
Nambour area of Queensland.
In 1974 he finished school and, having
developed a passion for Chinese culture
and the Mandarin language, he hitch-hiked
to Canberra, as the Australian National
University was the only one that offered a
Chinese studies course.

voice opinions and passions that affect the
communities in which we live.

Competition in the Quest starts at Club level
and successful participants will progress
through to regional, district and state finals.
The NSW winner will be invited to attend the
national final in May 2009, and will participate
in a tour of Australia visiting the major capital
cities and many of our nation’s attractions.
From there he entered the arena of foreign
The national winner will travel overseas as a
affairs, and the rest is history.
Lions Youth of the Year Quest Australian
Lions Youth of the Year Quest aims to select an ambassador to the International Youth Camp.
outstanding young individual to be an
Prizes are awarded at each level of competition
Australian ambassador with the opportunity to
throughout the Quest.
travel overseas under the auspices of Lions
Eligible Contestants
Clubs International.
Through all levels of participation, the Quest
Australian citizens and residents who are:
seeks to assist secondary school students in
over 16 years of age and under 19 as at 30 June
developing citizenship and leadership qualities
2009; and attending or have attended a
as they prepare for entry to the workforce or
high school or other secondary school or
high education.
equivalent standard of school in any other
Participants in the Quest will gain valuable
educational establishment, including
personal rewards through the friendships they
correspondence school, in the year from 1
make and the unique opportunity they have to
July 2008. [Students at Colleges of

Departure time is 6-30 pm Saturday September 6, 2008
The flights are booked and soon the Airlines
will be taxing down the runway. The “Trolley
Dollies” are ready to serve and the questions are
securely locked away. Only to be opened by
Captain McGregor and his Co- Pilot Sophie on
the night. But which Airline will reach the end
of the evening with the most points?

There will be lots of tempting duty free which
will appeal to a wide range of needs and
desires. We have items that range from the
practical (electrician, plumber, maintenance
services), to the romantic (night in Sydney), or
therapeutic (herbal infusions and massage) to
the downright decadent (facials, pedicures and
products).
Or perhaps what is needed is a short break to
the South Coast or even a ski trip to Thredbo.
For the VIP’s, a bid can be made for

50th Anniversary
Bookfair
1000s of second hand and
rare books for sale
Thurs 25 Sept – Sun 28 Sept
2008, 10am – 5pm.
The Budawang Building, Exhibition Park
Mitchell, ACT

There will also be an
Elvis memorabilia sale
in the main hall until sold out
More info at www.act.lifeline.org.au/
bookfair.htm or phone
Lifeline on 6247 0655

For Valley Voice
advertising please phone

44 651 621

A professional website with graphics
designed by Morf Design, built by
Bruce Martin web design and hosted
by LazyFish Technology.
The Enviroquest Package that secures the
services for one day of four highly

Advanced Education
and equivalent
Institutions are
eligible to participate
in the Quest if
undertaking secondary studies.]
The Lions Club of Kangaroo Valley invites
interested students to be part of the 2008/9
Lions Youth of the Year Quest.
The Club competition will be held on Tuesday
18 November 2008. Contestants will have an
initial interview, followed by responding to
two impromptu questions on current affairs
issues (each of two minutes duration), and
presenting a five minute prepared speech.
Please contact Lion Tony Barnett on
4465 1800 or Margaret Griffiths on 4465 1390
for entry form details.
Completed entry forms must be received by 1
October 2008.
Who knows - you might follow in the PM’s
footsteps!

Tony Barnett
trained (and buffed) field staff experts in taking care of weed
control, re-vegetation, bushfire
hazard reduction, or slashing and
mowing of the wildest country
estate.
A few quiet days of luxury holiday living
on the exclusive and picturesque
Scotland Island north of Sydney.
(Bids for all items can be made prior the night.
Minimum bids apply. Ring Helen on 44651
082 or email her on
kvrural@shoalhaven.net.au for details).
No matter what, the Trivia Transit Lounge will
be full of fun, mirth and questions….So fasten
your seat belt and prepare for take off.
Psssst there are points and prizes to be won
through your stylish dressing!!!
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This year also saw the proudest parents in the
world when our son, Robert graduated from
Sydney University.
The following year it was back to Ireland
again as Stacey had just given birth to
Tommy and Marty became Martypops.
2006 and yet another trip to Ireland, well he
couldn’t miss his grandsons first birthday now
and there were many Irish mates to have a
Guinness or two with.

The “Irish night” was a tour de force
Whitton and Ron Burcher to organise and put
on the highly successful Irish Night at the
Bowlo.
Next challenge they faced was the Merseybeat
Night and what a great night that was too!

Marty, Rob and Lance at Tallowa Dam
with one that did not getaway

"WANTED,
RENTAL HOME"
Current female Valley
resident looking for a 1-2
bedroom cottage/house
outside of town, in a quiet
rural setting within the
Valley or its nearby
surroundings.

Jenny and Marty on stage at The Friendly Inn
Marty the handyman helping during the
Marty (with my help) wrote and recorded a
renovations at the Bowlo
song about the local pub – Bennett’s Bar,
publican Dessie was so delighted with this that
would close forever was unthinkable to him and
the CD was on constantly.
Of course, he spent a great deal of time and energy with
the Bowlo “his” Board of Directors - to find a suitable
became his
passion,
we enjoyed
barefoot
bowls on a
Sunday
afternoon
with Ron
and Meral
Burcher,
Ken and
Ginny
Crocker,
Lance
Brown and
Gina
Marty the adventurer
Myers.
The
thought
Marty and Tige Lidbetter team up that it

May I help?

Ready to move
anytime this month.
If you or anyone you know
may have such a place
available, please be so kind
to contact me on

0411 337 990.

Marty who loved and lived life to the full
As your Federal member, it is my role to
facilitate and assist you and your family
with any concerns you have, please ring me on
4423 1782 or toll free on 1300 301 790
I regularly visit Kangaroo Valley
and am more than happy to call or visit
you if you cannot get to my office.

Joanna Gash MP
Federal Member for Gilmore

Club to amalgamate with.
The most significant event though was on 12th
June when Stacey, Spike, Tommy and Sive
arrived home in Australia to live – at last his
whole family was back in the one country.
Martypops was a happy man.

Rock on Martypops.
Jenny Barclay
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“Valley Boys” launched
however this quickly turned into
a valley wide research piece.
Geoff credits much of his
research to the Pioneer Museum
and our world famous
Australian War memorial in
Canberra, where he uncovered
The research piece aptly named ‘The Valley
most of the detail on ‘The
Boys’, a name which has stood the test of time
Valley Boys’.
through our little valley from 1914 to present,
Still after more than 10 years of
has been a labour of love for Geoff.
research Geoff is uncovering
Geoff isn’t actually a resident of Kangaroo
more soldiers who fought and
Valley rather a Sydneysider who had a relative died from Kangaroo Valley in
from the Valley who fought and died in WWI.
WWI.
He has spent more than 10 years working on the The men of Kangaroo Valley
research piece and really only started with the
(Continued on page 42)
intention of researching his own relative,

On August 19, intrigued members of the
Historical Society and various Kangaroo
Valley historians turned up to see Geoff
Todd present his mostly complete piece
on the Kangaroo Valley soldiers who
fought and died in World War 1.

At the launch. Photographed from leftElaine Bower, Elsie Dewhurst, Doris Blinman, Bill Lawson,
Geoff Todd, Bill Lidbetter
and President of the Society Garth Chittick.

Thursday evening, a great response has the
casino atmosphere buzzing at the club, without
the expense to players!
Free game entry fee, (paid by the club), with
dancing to many favourites during the evening. the chance to win a great prize, where you can
imagine you are James Bond in Casino Royale!
Visions at the Valley restaurant has new
Spring is now upon us where a fun day in the
specials all this month to suit all the family!
sun with friends and family, playing Barefoot
BINGO is running every second Thursday at
Bowls , Croquet or Petanque (Boules).
10 am.
Come and have some fun and win a prize when The free club courtesy bus is still available to
members and guests on request, each Friday
your lucky numbers pop up.
and Saturday nights, so you can enjoy a
The Punters Choice prizes game runs every
Saturday night where you can use your previous carefree night at the valley BOWLO.
See you there….
play money winnings to bid on the many
Lance Brown.
auction prizes.
Poker Nights are now happening every

Bowlo keeps on rollin’
Life at the Bowlo will never be the same after
the sudden passing of President and friend
Martin Barclay, but without him we would
never be able to enjoy this club, as he helped
resurrect it from the ashes.
Last month Elvis and Johnny Cash were in the
building and now it keeps on rollin’ with
CHALKY WHITE on Saturday 6th September
at the Bowlo.
Chalky White is an award winning singer /
guitarist and will surely entertain you with his
unique style of musicianship and will have you

bags for the children undergouing
Country Womens Association chemotherapy at the Children's Hospital.
We hope that the recipients will feel better for
the gift.
I attended the Wollondilly Group
We are one month away from our AGM when
Council meeting held in the Valley at the all positions in the Branch become vacant.
beginning of August and I must
Ladies, I hope that you will all consider taking a
recommend it to anyone who would like position as it is the way to find out more about

to discover more about CWA.
This is when each Branch of the
association in the group send councillors
to meet and discuss ideas, problems and
CWA events which may be local, statewide,
countrywide or world wide.
It is very interesting and the women who speak
are eloquent, passionate and well informed.
It was an intense day and I am moved to
congratulate our two councillors, Betty Allan
and Heather Kelly, who attend every council
meeting on behalf of the branch.
The amount of concentration needed was huge.
Next year the State Conference (AGM) is to be
held in Broken Hill and I hope that there will be
more than one representative from this valley
attending.
I'm looking forward to the challenge.
Our International Day was held on August
18th and once more the boys and girls from the
School put in some hard work to produce
projects on Mexico.
Every year I am amazed at the diversity of
thought that this competition brings to us from
young people in our community.
So thank you very much students and teachers
from KVPS!
Wendy, Heather and Dawn have completed the

your association.
We know that there are reasons which preclude
some of us becoming more deeply involved but
just having you as members, attending
meetings and supporting those who can take on
these duties is a big plus.
Till next time
Win Palmer

ELLEISHA’S Cleaning Services
“Time is money & we will save you both”

Cleaning
Servicing Kangaroo Valley

4464 2688
KIM: 0425 809 797 ~ LISA 0430 484 776
Specialising in all areas
Domestic
Commercial
Holiday Rentals
End of Lease
Builders / Renovation Cleans
Servicing Helensburgh to Nowra
References available
Fully Insured
Free quotes available
Elleishascleaning2@bigpond.com
PO Box 52 Gerringong NSW 2534
74 Borrowdale Close Berry
Fax: 4464 2699
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The Olympics have come to pre school!
The children have been keeping a tally of
the number of medals Australia has won
in Beijing, and they have had their own
mini Olympics with a parade of athletes
and some races.
There were gold medals too! (everyone was a
winner of course!)
Kangaroo Valley Pre School is now an Official
Cancer Council SunSmart centre!
We submitted our Sun Safety Policy to the
Cancer Council and it fulfils their criteria to be
considered SunSmart.
If the Nowra UV index is 3 or above we put on
our broad brimmed hats and sunscreen before
we play outside.
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The parade of athletes

Above: Sun Smart. Right: The medal ceremony

Kangaroo Valley Pre School Olympics on the starting line. Ready, set, go!
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Reflections

Perhaps just one
in a pie?
But no, I recant.
They really are
just ran a few steps and resumed their
The first weekend we spent down here
too beautiful for
on our newly purchased land, I thought scratching, or worse, took no notice at all.
that and this is
We tried tying flashing silver disks of foil and
we’d come to Paradise.
their rightful
old
CDs
to
wires
around
the
garden
beds.
Apart from the sheer beauty of the place,
habitat.
They looked at us with contempt as they
Here they still call
what excited me most was that I had seen
crawled under and flew over them.
the tune.
lyrebirds on our own property.
Eventually we won the battle of the beds when
One morning
we hit on the
there was such a
idea of laying
commotion
plasticized
outside I thought
lattice netting
there must be an
all over the new
avian convention
by Jenelle Brangwin
plants.
taking place.
That fooled
I looked through the window, and to my
them, but they
amazement saw not a gathering of diverse
took their
birdlife perched on confronting tree branches
revenge on the
in the style of a May Gibbs illustration, but just
lawns. I’ve
two lyrebirds.
seen five of
The male, his tail fully fanned, was alone
them at once,
responsible for the cacophony I had been
all doing their
hearing. I watched as he strutted backwards
little dance of
and forwards before the female, his tail
scratch, tear,
shaking and shimmying, his head bobbing and
peck,
weaving then rising to emit one birdcall after
backwards and
another; kookaburra, magpie, currawong,
forwards over
bower bird, whip bird, his song flowed
the remains of
flawlessly from one to the other.
Not only seen them, but followed them through our grass.
the rainforest as they pecked and scratched their I know that I shall bring down on my head the It was an exhilarating performance. I don’t
way across the forest floor, seemingly oblivious wrath of all environmentalists and animal lovers know what the female thought, but I was
certainly hooked!
to the stranger who had entered their realm.
when I suggest the new culinary delight, the
They soon melted back into the rainforest, the
Only once had I seen a lyrebird in the wild
new taste sensation should be Lyrebird Pie.
trail of his song becoming fainter and fainter.
before, and I completely believed in the
For the lyrebird’s cousin, the pheasant, is
After several years we’ve learnt to live
reputation they had of being shy, secretive birds. regarded by many as a food fit for kings.
alongside them. The grass eventually grows
I was so excited I couldn’t wait to tell friends
Why else would otherwise sensible,
back, although each time with more weeds
back in Sydney what treasures we had in our
conservative men don hats decked with
than grass, and we do seem to have won the
new backyard.
feathers, stuff their tweeds into long diamondbattle of the flower beds.
It was like the innocence of the new-born; but
patterned socks and wander across the English
It’s a complete waste of time to try mulching
like much childish innocence it soon gave way countryside on a cold and misty morning
our trees and shrubs but they seem to be
to disillusionment.
shooting at anything that moves?
surviving.
Shy! Our lyrebirds have never heard of the
Why is the lyrebird any different?
We have decided just to appreciate our
word. As we slowly and laboriously dug garden Pheasants Nest was named in confused
lyrebirds for their beauty and live in awe of
beds, planted vegetables and flowers and shrubs, optimism by the early settlers when they first
their skills of mimicry.
they watched inquisitively from the shelter of
encountered our native birds.
the ferns and the lillipillies.
They couldn’t believe their luck as we turned
over long juicy earthworms and other appetizing
wrigglies, and as soon as the evening mist drove
us indoors and before the sun coaxed us from
our beds again, they pounced.
New plants would be ripped out, mulch
scattered across the lawn, bulbs dug out and sent
flying metres down the hillside.
In winter they tore up the lawn behind the house
so that by the end of August it was scarred as
though by a cat o’ nine tails.
Chris ranted and raved and yelled at them; they

Lyrebirds in love

News items
please
to
kvvoice@shoal.net.au

or 44 651 621

Shoalhaven Spring Water Pty Ltd
ABN: 48 114 801 259

PO Box 4050, East Nowra

NSW

2541

Phone:
(02) 4423.3316
Fax:
(02) 4422.6073
Email:
sswater@optusnet.com.au

Delivery to Kangaroo Valley on Fridays
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The journey is long and arduous, and the end of
the journey is merely a gateway to new
by Sean Scarisbrick
beginnings and adventures.
The operatic complexity of a Presidential Race
is fascinating, but now I'm just tired of the
Notes
whole thing.
from
The reward in a Presidential Election is a new
guy (yup -- with Hillary out of the mix it's just
the
the boys at play again) to pin hopes on, to be
road
disappointed in, to respect, to complain about,
and to ignore.
G'day all,
As I've mentioned previously, we're stuck this
year with two candidates who, though good
I'm scratching out this epistle late at night men, I find less than ideal.
at our campground a few miles north of
Barak Obama is a great deal of style with very
Bryce Canyon, in Utah.
little substance.
The girls are asleep in the tent and I'm listening His opponent John McCain has been poking fun
to some Wagner -- washing it all down with a at the insubstantial popstar-like adulation
Obama receives.
local lager.
This angle isn't the deep stuff of policy, but
We're on a road trip to San Diego, and with
2884 miles down we've two days left in which McCain needs to attack this point, politically
speaking, because this election is shaping up as
to bang out the remaining 500.
a referendum on whether Obama is up for the
As memorable as the traveling has been, I'm
job of 'Leader of the Free World'.
longing to get to the beach house and the old
It is a legitimate question, because Obama has
friends we're meeting there.
Forgive me if I torture-out an analogy, but this only a couple of years worth of experience as a
US Senator behind him, and he didn't actually
desire to get to the coast is similar to my
achieve much before running for President.
yearning for November's conclusion of the
Many have questioned whether America is
Presidential Race.
ready to elect a black president.
I believe it is, but the role of US President on
national and international stages is too large and
important to give any man the job in order to
prove the point.
For many reasons -- only some of them good -race is still a mightily contentious issue over
here.
Before other western democracies get too
judgmental about America's issues of
conscience, however, they'd be well advised to
practice a little introspection.
Are France and England ready for the postcolonial sons of Algeria and Jamaica
respectively to assume their highest offices?
And what about Australia?
McCain's lack of media attention is telling.
He is a certifiable war hero with a strong
maverick record as Senator, but one wonders if
he has already alienated too many of the people
he'll need to work with.
McCain has long tended to the center -- which
creates friction with his conservative base.
Obama has a very left-leaning record, but is
attempting to paint himself as a centrist for the
votes necessary to push him into victory.

My homing thoughts

Dr Bob in the Valley
Dr Bob Sims MB, BS
Travel Medicine Specialist and Family Physician
Shop 3, The Strand, 162 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley 2577

NEW SURGERY HOURS:
Monday to Wednesday 9-30am – 12-30pm: 1-30 pm –4-30 pm
Closed Thursdays; Friday 1pm-5pm
By appointment
Tel: 4465 1966
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The media used to love McCain's independence,
but Obama is young, and to a media quite ready
for a change, he is very cool.
We'll see what the deliver in November, eh?
Enough of the politics -- let's get back to the
road!
The landscape out here in the American West is
incredible in its most literal sense -- what we
have seen out here is simply not credible.
Parochial passions run strong in Aussies, and
I've known several who'd have me permanently
barred from re-entering the country for what I
am about to say, but the West's impressiveness
equals anything I've seen in Australia, and
perhaps even surpasses it.
Between the Badlands of South Dakota and
Bryce Canyon in southwestern Utah are
landscapes of a geographical grandeur that
beggar comparison.
It is intoxicating, and I am drunk on the stuff.
But yet I find myself longing to reach the coast,
for after all this westering I am a blue-water boy
at heart, and the Pacific is my ocean, regardless
of which side of it I am on.
And so although the Valley, for all its beauty
and ruggedness, is not as quantifiably 'grand' as
the West we've been rolling through, it is my
home and I miss it.
I'm reminded of Paul Kelly's song "From St.
Kilda to Kings Cross", in which he sings "I'd
give you all of Sydney Harbour / All that land
and all that water / for that one sweet
promenade".
Thinking about it now I reckon I'd trade it all for
a cuppa at home on the verandah with Mum and
Dad and the chooks.
Kookaburra
PS -- In my last essay I mentioned the halfmarathon I was to run the next day. I came
second my 'big-fellah' class.
It is the first time I have ever placed in a race,
and I appreciate your support from afar.

Business Banking
in Kangaroo Valley?
Australia Post is currently preparing an
application to the following banks for
permission to conduct business banking in KV.
CBA, NAB, St George, BankWest
We believe the applications would be
strengthened if a number of local businesses
could write letters of support or emails
addressed to Australia Post-Kangaroo Valley
If factors such as time saved, savings in fuel and
vehicle costs, and less risk of accidents on a
steep, winding road are considered then local
banking is a “no-brainer”.
Perhaps you may even consider changing your
bank to one which conducts business banking in
Kangaroo Valley.
Our email address is bebarger@shoal.net.au
If you would like to support our application by
email or alternatively, you could write to us at
148 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley
BC & EM Barger
Licensees Australia Post Kangaroo Valley
P.S. We currently conduct personal banking for
Bendigo Bank, NAB, St George, IMB, Illawarra
CU, Teachers CU, and 70 other financial
institutions
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Romance from the High Country
The Barretts of Woodhill
I have been privileged to meet two
delightful residents of Woodhill, Pat and
Genella Barrett, who have links to
pioneers of this area of the Valley and
their recollections are both interesting
and historical.
Pat’s Dad, Bill, was born at the family
property, ‘Eagles Nest’ in Jarrett’s Lane
Kangaroo Valley.
His father, Albert, was school master at
Wattamolla Provisional School from 1873-1879
and after his retirement the family devoted their
time to farming.
Bill was an enterprising man and after leaving
school he worked for several stores in the
Valley, Karnofsky Brothers, Wilkinsons and
Nugents.
The goods they stocked arrived by coastal steam
ships, the ‘Lapwing’ and ‘Dolphin’, owned by
Patrick O’ Meara.
From the port of Bombo where Broughton
Creek joined the Mill Stream they were
transported by wagons pulled by four horses up
the mountain to the Valley.
Bill also did the shop’s deliveries to the outlying
farms and would save the farmers the journey to
town by taking future orders as he did the
rounds.
Pat’s parents leased Priddle’s farm at
Wattamolla, ‘Sunnyside’, later called ‘Rednas’.
It was here that Pat was born and grew up,
leaving school at fourteen to help his family on
the property.
There were six boys and two girls in the family
and they were all encouraged to care for the
land and respect the natural environment.
Pat had a great love for cattle and it was this
aspect of farming that was to be his main
interest and his expertise.
He was a competent horseman and in the 1940s
his skill was rewarded in the equestrian events
at the Kangaroo Valley Show.
In 1952, Pat and Genella Ingold were married
and leased Hanlon’s property on Brogers Creek
Road.
Daphne Hanlon later married Arthur Keevers
but the property was always referred to as the
Hanlons.
They were so keen to clear the rubbishy
vegetation that they worked seven days; a
situation that caused some raised eyebrows
among the dedicated church goers.
Pat and Genella milked up to fifty two cows by
hand twice daily and as a change from farm
chores created a beautiful garden.
This has been featured in the Berry Garden
Festival and open on occasions for various
Charities.
They have also played host to the distinguished
garden gurus, Alan Searle and Stan Peck.
For some years after that, Pat went sharefarming at Jaspers Brush and it was here that
Kyle was born.
Their other sons, Grant and Wayne were born at
Woodhill.
The dairying venture was prosperous and
Genella and Pat were able to return to

Wattamolla and purchase the Hanlon farm.
They now raise beef cattle on their properties,
‘Charmhaven’ and ‘Xanadu’.
Genella is pleased about that as hand milking in
the early days was not one of her favourite
chores.
She was part of a large family, all born at the
Boyd’s property, Broughton Vale, which her
father leased.
The Boyd family still have connections in the
area and can trace their forebears from the
pioneering days.
The children attended the local bush school at
Broughton Vale, but when it closed in 1943,
Genella and Barry, the youngest, rode their
horses to Berry Primary.
They completed their education at Nowra High
School.
Genella is proud of her athletic prowess.
She played hockey for her High school and
Berry and received the honour of Junior
Athletic Champion.
A shame the Olympic talent scouts weren’t
keeping an eye on country talent in that era!
Life revolved around the farm but as young
adults they enjoyed the social life of the district,
especially the Saturday night dances when the
Walsh family would entertain with the lively
band music.
In 1874 Wattamolla was rather isolated and
there was no post office to service the
increasing population.
The history of the Wattamolla Post Office
makes interesting reading.
In 1874, a petition was forwarded to the
Postmaster General for consideration to the
establishing of a post office at Broger’s Creek.
The residents pointed out that the population
was five hundred, there was a church and
school, a road between Kangaroo Valley and
Broughton Creek had been proclaimed and that
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Kangaroo Tales
By Joan Bray

a Branch Post Office to the Kangaroo Valley
facility would be a public benefit.
It was six miles to the Valley and seven to
Broughton Creek.
The postmasters at these two centres were
asked to report on the request.
They were both against the proposal.
But the residents did not give up.
Two more submissions were forwarded
complete with scores of signatures and in
1875, the postal inspector for the district, Mr
Moyse, decided to intervene.
He rode from Kangaroo Valley Post office to
the school house at Wattamolla.
It was six miles on a rough track.
The school house was three miles from
Woodhill and six miles from Broughton Creek,
so midway between there and kangaroo
Valley.
He was convinced that the schoolhouse was a
suitable location and that the school master,
Albert Barrett, a responsible choice to
undertake the duties of postmaster on
Saturdays and after school on a Thursday.
The remuneration was ten pounds per annum.

(Continued on page 16)

Kangaroo Valley
Supermarket
4465 1512
Hello and welcome to the Valley!
We have the one-stop-shop for all your
everyday and weekend needs
Groceries, Specialty breads, Delicatessen,
Eco friendly, Organic products, Frozen foods
Fresh fruit and vegetables, DVD hire
Chemist lines, Video hire
Newspapers, Magazines
In the centre of the village next to the hotel.

Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley
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By Joan Bray
(Continued from page 15)

A small room was built on the verandah of his
humble dwelling and so the Wattamolla Post
office came to be on October 1st 1875.
The contract for twice weekly deliveries by
horseback was given to Adam Ulrick for the
annual salary of twenty eight pounds.
The postmaster changed with each successive
school teacher until 1898, when the facility
was moved to the Butter Factory and the
Manager John Graham was appointed
postmaster.
He was followed by George Curl but when
the factory closed in 1900, the post office
was returned to its original location at the
school, 100 metres away.
Mr Price, father of the schoolmaster
commenced duties and he was followed in
1919, by Arthur Wells, a farm labourer.
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The salary had gone up to twelve pounds per
annum but the hours of business were changed
to suit his working schedule and he moved the
office to his residence’ Mountain View’.
Nobody seems to have complained as they were
probably just pleased to have regular mail
deliveries and a place to collect them.
From 1921-28, Dick Glen had the contract to
deliver the mail from Berry to Kangaroo Valley
and his horse drawn wagon and friendly dog
were a familiar site on the mountain road.
A Telephone exchange was installed on August
24th 1925, with three subscribers,
Arthur Wells was succeeded in 1942, by five
more postmasters /mistresses, but the office
remained at his house.
In June 1970 the Wattamolla post office was
permanently closed.
By then the residents had roadside mail
deliveries and the eight subscribers were
connected by part line to Berry exchange.
Everyone seemed happy with these
arrangements.
Over the years, Pat and Genella have witnessed
floods and bushfires in this heavily timbered
part of the Valley.
Pat has been recruited by the local
constabulary to assist in the rescues of
bushwalkers lost in the rugged terrain of the
Buderoo Range, or trapped by flooded
creeks that would easily be impassable a few
hours after a Valley deluge.
The area receives some of the highest rainfall in
the State.
On 23rd November 1964, three men were
involved in the shooting of Constable LG
Browning at Nowra.
They eluded the Police and headed for the hills.
Pat knew the heavily timbered remote areas
well and acted as guide during the three day
search for the men.
He was awarded a Certificate of Appreciation
from the NSW Police Force.
In September 1973, an intensive Police, and
volunteer search for two women bush walkers
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reported lost on Woodhill Mountain, was again
led by Pat.
There was no moon that night and the darkness
of the dense bushland made the search more
difficult even for experienced bushmen.
Genella’s vital role of supplying tea and scones
to the weary volunteers was greatly appreciated
and to the relief of everyone the frightened
picnickers were located by midnight.
I suspect there will be other occasions in the
future when Pat will be called upon to give
assistance to hikers who wander the bush
without a compass.
He has lost count of the number of times he has
helped people across the treacherous flooding
Brogers Creek.
There is one incident that is vividly recalled.
A neighbour was attempting to drive his Ute,
fully laden with milk cans, over the flooded
creek and became stranded half way.
With the swirling waters making life difficult he
anchored the vehicle by a rope between the
steering wheel and a convenient tree on the
other side.
It rained all night. The next morning no sign of
the Ute; the steering wheel dangled from the end
of the rope as silent witness to the force of the
current.
Genella and Pat are happy to be retired in their
beautiful high country retreat.
It was the site of the Woodhill Butter Factory
and before that was built, cream was sent from
Wattamolla to Kiama.
Pat remembers that his grandmother would ride
the Butter Trail over the mountain, known as the
Barren Grounds, on a pack horse with the cans
of cream on either side.
There was no stopping these pioneering women!
The glorious vistas and lush pastures on their
properties, Janella’s playful goats, their loving
family and many friends, make life for this
couple very content.
Their memories are special and I am very
grateful that they have so generously shared
them with me.

Things to do in winter in Kangaroo Valley
Go wombat spotting at dusk at Bendeela camp
ground on the river. Take a torch, rug up warm
and be as quiet as possible. Make sure to keep
your distance and don’t frighten the wombats.
Hire a canoe and paddle up the river. Pack a
picnic lunch and pull up on the banks to enjoy
the peace and quiet.
Walk the Three Views Trail, off Mt Scanzi Rd
and see how many different flowers you can
spot. Be rewarded with great views at the
lookouts.
Browse the great selection of shops in the
village. Treat yourself or someone special.
Take a trail ride with ‘The Man From
Kangaroo Valley’. Wander through the bush
on horse back for distant views over Lake
Yarrunga.
Pack a blanket to snuggle up in and go to one
of the lookouts for the sunset with your
favourite drink and nibbles.
Go fishing - Get really cold catching lunch then
warm up over the barbie!
Have a big hot chocolate or coffee and cake.
Indulgence in one of the great cafes then go
back to your accommodation to sleep it off.
Take a mountain bike ride to Yarrunga Creek

and Griffins Farm Ruins through Morton
National Park. Drive up Jacks Corner Rd to the
start of Griffins Fire Trail.
Hang out with the locals at the Friendly Inn
pub. Have a game of pool or sit by the log fire.
Get up at dawn for Platypus spotting. Drive
up Upper River Road to one of the bridge
crossings. Wrap your selves in blankets and be
very quiet – you may be lucky!
Walk down the Kangaroo River Fire Trail to
Lake Yarrunga. Sit on the rocks and watch the
water wildlife.
Have a tummy-warming lunch or dinner at
one of the yummy cafes or restaurants in KV.
Drive up Barrengarry Mountain to Fitzroy
Falls visitors centre. Check out the amazing
water falls and do one of the rim walks. Warm
up with a hot cuppa in the café.
Go pretty much any where in the Valley to do
a bit of bird watching. Any of the walks or
down by the river are good spots.
Just stay indoors, have a hot bath, cuddle up by
the fire, and pour another glass of red or pop up
to Yarrawa Estate for a taste of local wines.
Supplied courtesy of KV Tourist Association
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John McKinley to the rescue on pathways project
The Kangaroo Valley spirit rose to the
occasion once more as we continue to
progress the cycle/pathway towards
Barrengarry Store.
Progress looked like it would stall when we
discovered two large tree stumps hidden in
the grass and almost on top of the water
main in front of a property.
With limited space between the fence line and
the road, going around the stumps was out of the
question.
Who in the Valley had a stump grinder?
John McKinley came the answer.
A quick phone call and John was there the next
day,
Ground out the stumps, no charge, his
contribution to this very important community
project.
Thanks John.
To date we have had around 30 people giving
their services with a core of a dozen or so
committed to be there every week.
Generally the work program is Monday; strip
and clean the formwork from Saturday’s
concrete pour and backfill to pathways edges.
Tuesday; setup formwork and prepare base for
Thursday’s pour. Thursday; pour and finish
concrete. Friday; Strip and clean formwork,
setup formwork and prepare base for Saturday’s
pour. Saturday; Pour and finish concrete.
The work on Monday’s, Tuesday’s and Friday’s It would help relieve the pressure on those days. Post Office and leave your contact details and
is completed by teams of three or four so if
If you can help, please contact Ron Bower,
preferred days.
anybody could help on those days, even for a
4465 2041, 0402906807 Or Bryan Barger at the
Ron Bower
couple of hours, would be greatly appreciated.

ITS TIME AGAIN FOR:
THE FRIENDS OF THE BRUSH-TAILED
ROCK-WALLABY INCORPORATED
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
10 am, Saturday 20th September 2008

The Annual General Meeting of the Friends will be held
at the Ambulance Community Centre.
Then join us at the nearby Café Bella for morning tea.
Come along and find out how our rock-wallabies are doing and what we
are doing to help.

All members and interested others are welcome.
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www.kangaroovalley.harcourts.com.au

MEET THE NEW MEMBER OF THE
KANGAROO VALLEY HARCOURTS TEAM

NEW LISTING

Norris Ingrisch has joined the Harcourts Kangaroo Valley office in
a marketing & sales capacity. Norris has been in advertising of
which he has specialised in brand development the past 20
years.
He has also worked in South Africa, England and New Zealand.
Norris has designed a product called Map2view "a photographic
floor plan tour" for premium 'self selling' properties currently being used by
Harcourts Berry, Jervis Bay and Kangaroo Valley. Real-estate has always been of
interest to him especially premium properties and he believes that "premium or
exclusively designed properties deserve a thorough and visually excellent
representation" when advertised. He will be targeting new business with intention
of building the Harcourts Kangaroo Valley's executive portfolio.

SPRING INTO
FIRST
IMPRESSIONS
Spring is often seen as
the season when the
property market starts
to build momentum
again. Those with the time to plan the
sale of their property may have then
used Winter to complete home
maintenance or undertake renovation
and decorate in preparation for the
‘Spring market’.
If you haven’t had this time to prepare
you home, don’t despair. There are a
number of quick &
easy ideas you can employ to get your
home looking its best to make that all
important first impression a powerful
statement, so your property stands out:
! Take a walk down your street & take
notes on how your property compares to
others and what would make it really
stand out. A good
friend will help point out a range of
minor changes you could make to add
up to a great first impression
! It could be as insignificant as oiling or
painting a front gate. Ensure your
gardens & lawns are in order so visitors
form a favourable impression by the
time they get to the front door.

! For a modest sum you can really
brighten up your property with
inseason flowers in the garden and in
neat pots at the front door
! Crowded rooms seem smaller than
they are. Buyers don’t tend to bring
with them a measuring tape & instead
will assess each room mentally. If your
furniture dwarfs your space, they will
find it hard to picture themselves
having enough space to live there.
So either sell or store excess furniture.
! Look at having carpets & curtains
professionally cleaned to remove any
odours from pets or smokers.

Budgong via Kangaroo Valley
Price - $1m

BUSINESS FOR SALE

TIPS: Before
putting your
home on the
market discuss
your ideas for
its presentation
with your Harcourts sales
consultant. With their
experience and knowledge
they can assist with relevant
suggestions, knowing what
appeals to buyers as part of
that ‘first impression’.
The award winning team at
KANGAROO VALLEY
HARCOURTS

OPEN 7 DAYS
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And with September comes the Folk Festival.
For 2008 this fabulous event will be held
on the weekend of the 12-14th and the list
of performers is, as ever, varied and full.
Here are some of the acts.

positive message and will release their new CD
“Happy Songs” at the festival.

Poet’s Breakfast: this ever-popular event will
once again be staged in Café Bella. Great
Bruce Watson is a popular satirist from
coffee and poetry is a winning combination.
Melbourne whose no-holds-barred wit enlivens Hosted by Vic Jeffries and featuring the
any topic from the wider world stage of politics popular talents of Arch Bishop, Jane Scott and
to the warm “pleasures” of parenthood.
Alan Stone, among others, this is an “anyone”
Whatsaname Band
event, so if you have a dream of reciting poetry
The Judes are an international introduction: this
(traditional or your own composition) this is the (Uilleann) pipes. Members of this group will
band from Canada will give you something to
event for you. 9 am on both Saturday and
conduct a singing session on Saturday night,
dance to.
Sunday.
one of the most popular offerings of the
Andi and George Band: this popular and
Cameron Mather, Daniel Champagne: these festival.
energetic group, introduced to us by the FYRE
young artists are already an inspiration,
Celtic Craic will play at the family bush dance
organisers will join us for Friday night only.
although still early in their careers. Cameron
in the hall on Friday night. There are plenty of
Andris Heks performs Hungarian gypsy music hails from Sydney and is a very accomplished
dances suited to beginners, so don’t be shy.
and is also a writer of prize winning satire. His performer of traditional pieces, while Daniel
Ecopella, Solidarity and the Illawarra Union
skills and enthusiasm are so abundant that he is comes from Bega and has already established
confident to fill the whole festival bill himself. himself as a performer of his own works. Both Singers are the three choirs at this year’s
festival, and, as usual, there will be a Festival
young men have a great stage presence. Other
The Doomsday Preachers sing rhythmic and
Choir coordinated by the talented Miguel
young
performers,
introduced
by
FYRE
will
energetic gospel songs. Despite their name they
Heatwole. Any local singers who would like to
have a also be included.
participate in the Festival Choir may purchase
Bowral House and The Songcatchers are two a Choirs entry wristband which will allow
groups from, you guessed it, Bowral. Focussing access to the practices and to the farewell
on Folk Blues, Roots and traditional sounds
concert at which the Festival Choir will
these two groups will have wide appeal. Both
perform.
are regular acts at the Bowral Folk, Blues &
For the first time the monthly market will
Beyond club at the Scottish Arms Hotel in
coincide with the festival to give us an
Bowral on the third Thursday of the month.
expanded and exciting market place over two
days. The usual stalls will be in the market on
The Mutual Acquaintances is another band
the Saturday and many will stay the extra day.
from the Highlands. Their repertoire includes
the more traditional Anglo Celtic style of music There will be the additional stalls that can be
found at the festival so if you like a market
including the haunting sound of the Irish
The Songcatchers
day, this is a great one to be at.

Exclusive use of
100 acres with
magnificent views

The perfect setting for
Spectacular weddings
Special occasions
Group bookings
Inspirational conferences
55 Radiata Road
Kangaroo Valley
Telephone 44 651 472

For bookings
please call
(02) 8969 6704

www.kangaroovalleybushretreat.com.au
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We are at your service
Seven days a week 6 am to 8 pm
44 651 986

Fresh fruit and
vegetables
Fresh meat

Great selection of
Branded grocery
lines

Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley
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More than 1000 fish relocated
More than 1600 fish have been relocated
within the Shoalhaven River during
construction of a fish lift at Tallowa
Dam.
NSW Department of Primary Industries
(DPI) Scientist, Dr Dean Gilligan said
NSW DPI worked with Leighton
Contractors, the Southern Bass Fishing
Club, the Department of Water and
Energy, and the Sydney Catchment
Authority to remove the fish before a pool
below the dam wall was drained recently,
for construction of the dam’s new fish lift.
“The pool below the Tallowa Dam wall is
known to be a point where fish aggregate as
they try to migrate upstream,” Dr Gilligan said.
“We knew that a large number of fish would be
stranded as the water level was lowered, so
organised a team to relocate the fish
downstream so that they can continue to inhabit
the Shoalhaven River and maintain the river’s
healthy stocks.”
A team of eight DPI Fisheries staff worked with
the Southern Bass Fishing Club, Leighton
of the new fishlift and
downstream fish passage at
the dam.
“Scanners will communicate
with the microchip tags and
record each time a fish
passes through the new
fishlift or uses the
downstream fish passage.
“This will give us valuable
information on how and
when different fish species
use the fishlift, how fish
respond to changes in flow in
the river and generally help
improve our understanding
of the migratory patterns of
fish in coastal rivers.
Contractors and the Department of Water and
Energy to relocate the fish, which involved
catching the fish with hand nets and carrying
them across to the river in tubs and buckets.
“We were able to tag a number of fish with
external and microchip tags which will help us

monitor fish movements once the Sydney
Catchment Authority’s new fish lift is
operational,” Dr Gilligan said.
“It is part of a joint DPI and Sydney Catchment
Authority program to monitor the effectiveness

“In total 163 fish were tagged including
Australian bass, long-finned eel, sea mullet
and, freshwater mullet, and European carp.
“We also released a large number of native
fish species too small to tag including
bullrout, striped gudgeon, cox's gudgeon,
flat headed gudgeon, dwarf flat headed
gudgeon and Australian smelt.
“Local anglers who catch a tagged fish can call
the DPI number on the external tag.
If they provide DPI with the tag number of the
fish, details of the capture date and location,
the length of the fish and their contact details,
DPI will send them a fishing lure as a reward
for their help.
“This information will help ensure the
Shoalhaven River continues to be a popular
fishing and tourist spot well into the future.”
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GOOD MEDICATION MANAGEMENT
GIVES PEACE OF MIND
Many!people!face!the!daily!routine!of!
taking!a!number!of!pills!and!capsules!in!
the!right!combinations,!at!the!right!time.!
“One!in!two!people!fail!to!take!their!
medications!as!prescribed,!meaning!they!
don’t!get!the!life!saving!benefits!from!
them”.!And!all!this!is!easily!preventable…!
!
Webster"pak!is!a!safe!and!simple!
medication!pack.!It!sets!out!all!the!tablets!
and!capsules!that!need!to!be!taken!at!
each!particular!time!of!the!day,!for!each!
day!of!the!week.!
!
WHY!IT!WORKS:!
#!Provides!a!visible!reminder!to!take!
medication!!
#!Easy!to!check!to!see!whether!
medication!has!been!taken!or!not!
#!Sealed!and!secure!to!prevent!spills!or!
mix!ups!
#!Suitable!for!all!age!groups!
#!Convenient!and!portable!It!is!quick!and!
easy!to!prepare!
#!Gives!peace!of!mind!to!relatives,!carers!and!loved!ones!

Enquire about this professional service from our pharmacy
today!...

OPEN 6 DAYS MON-FRI 9-5pm / SAT 9-1pm
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FYREING on all fronts
FYRE YOUTH SUMMIT
Want to try you hand at event management?
Do you want to do promotions or graphic
design? Want to perform on stage or work
behind the scenes? Then read on….
So far FYRE has successfully run a youth
festival, WILDFYRE over three years, and
youth stages at the Valley Show and the Folk
Festival and put our local youth band through a
talent development course before playing to a
community party.
We have had support of numerous community
organizations. This year we began running
workshops in drama and guitar as well. What’s
next? That’s where YOU come in.
It is now crunch time again for FYRE with
submissions for further funding due in October.
Whether we apply for more funding will depend
on the interest shown by local youth.
To qualify for funding, our events must be
YOUTH DRIVEN – what YOU want. If you
had some funding for youth entertainments and
performing arts, how would YOU like to spend
it? What’s your passion? Come tell us, and help
us make it happen over a sausage sizzle from
1pm on Saturday 28 September at the
Ambulance Station…
Being a part of FYRE
To be a part of FYRE the commitment is not
huge. During the “off-season” when there is no
event upcoming soon we meet every month or
two to plan ahead, look at ideas and issues for
youth locally, keep funding requirements up-todate, etc. Just prior to a big event we may meet
every couple of weeks to arrange everything
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that needs to be done. At the events themselves
you would play a pivotal role in keeping the day
going. This tends to be the most enjoyed aspect
of working with FYRE.
Other community support from parents or
interested community members would also be
most welcome. Hope to see you there, or if you
can’t make it, email us at fyreinvalley@gmail to
make your views known! – Mardi Oke

finished and later playing with The
Summertime Band last year.
They have since gone on to play professionally
as the Andi and George Band, with anything
between 2 and 15 members delivering high
energy performances of original material

FYRE DRAMA PROJECT
The drama classes for primary school kids are
going well and they are about to begin working
towards a production based on “Where the Wild
Things Are” for the end of the year. But FYRE
would like to get a drama group together of
interested “older” young people (high school
and beyond) – not so much for classes but for
regular workshops to develop and devise some
original exciting theatre for the valley. Not just
actors – we’ll need set and costume designers,
stage managers, lighting, sound, music – in fact
any young people with dramatic aspirations or
an interest in things theatrical are invited to get
involved and have some input into what this
drama company will do. Call me on 4465 2632,
email sarahjbutler@bigpond.com or come along
to the summit to register your interest.
These workshops will be funded by FYRE and
free for participants. – Sarah Butler

Andi and George
ranging across soul, funk, reggae, samba, jazz,
blues, folk and rock.
Andi and George will also be bringing with
them an exciting mix of instruments for a
percussion session with students at Kangaroo
Valley Public School on the Friday in
conjunction with the KVPS P & C Inc. and
FYRE. Families are particularly encouraged to
bring their children to see them play live in
concert that night!
The FYRE Youth Stage on Saturday will
FYRE AT FOLK
feature the polished and popular funk band,
Andi Kirwin and George Bishop will be
Entourage, before noon. Assai and Josh and
playing around 9:30 pm after the Bush Dance at
Jesse Stapleton will play in the early
the Folk Festival on Friday 12 September. They
afternoon.
were the highlight of the first Folk Festival in
The Folk Festival offers a family ticket for
2006, jamming after the three youth bands
$35. A youth ticket is also available for $10.
Don’t miss it! – Karen Harrison

Shoalhaven Council elections 13th September 2008

For a strong caring leader Vote

1 for Mayor

Vote 1 above the line for Shoal Independents
for Genuine Honest Independent Councillors
Some highlights of eight years of remarkable achievement and the future

Mayor Greg Watson

strategically locating cydeways and walking paths.
in Sydney to explain the advantages of relocating to
One of three Sustainable Councils in NSW
Half a Billion dollars in New Infrastructure in just eight years - Council has now agreed to continue with the acceleration of our region.
Greg said he was delighted with the response and he
it is the proactive leadership by Greg and the supply of new the construction works.
said he is hopeful that we will get hundreds of new
infrastructure that has led to Shoalhaven City Council being Indoor Sporting Complex
Planning is well advanced and expressions of interest have jobs from the program.
assessed as one of three Councils on the East Coast as
been called for the development a Northern Indoor Sporting Protection of Residential Areas
being sustainable into the future.
Greg said he was delighted but not surprised that Professor Complex, Greg is committed to see this project completed Greg has recommended to Council that strong
early in the next term of Council.
planning controls be put in place to protect residential
Percy Allan former head of the NSW Treasury had given
Cycleway Kangaroo Valley
areas from high density development.
them the tick of approval.
Berry Carparking Improvements Greg said that the car Greg said he has been able to make an additional $10,000 Water Supply Security
During the last four years Greg has been lobbying
available for the extension of the community constructed
parking to serve Berry must be increased if the Town is to
Government Ministers to agree to a new water supply
Cydeway. He congratulated those involved.
maintain its pre-eminence as one of the Cities most
agreement to cater for the future.
More
jobs
important Tourist assets, planning was in place.
During this period Greg established a close working
Greg has continued his relentless push to create more relationship with former Minister Debus and Minister
Big W for Nowra
jobs
by
encouraging
economic
growth
and
he
is
The proposed Big W has been approved and we are now
McDonald.
continuing to come up with new and innovative ideas Because of the respect the Ministers had for Mayor
waiting on the owner to appoint the building contractor.
Greg they agreed to enter into a new formal
The delivery of this project was a promise by Greg during the to encourage new businesses and enterprises to
agreement, which gives us secure access to enough
establish here.
last Election.
He recently developed a new concept of encouraging water to provide for our growth for the next fifty years.
Extension of the Cycleway Footpath Network
In addition Minister Debus gave our community free
Greg is committed to continue extending the cydeway work ratepayers who own properties in the Shoalhaven to
of cost access to the water in Sydney's Tallowa Dam
consider relocating their businesses or industries here. in Kangaroo Valley.
in the area. Commenting recently he said that we need to
Greg was able to convince Council to hold a seminar
continue to encourage our community to exercise by
email greg@gregwatson.com.au

www.gregwatson.com.au

Authorised by R. Watson 23 Seasongood Rd, Woolamia 2540
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We’re doin’ canoin! And bik
Bike, Kayak and C
across the bridge from

Huge Spring Sale
New & Ex Hire
Canoes, Kayaks, Sea Kayaks & Bikes

Dagger Drifters

Australis Bushrangers

Dagger Sea Kayaks

Gecko Sea Kayaks

Mountain Bikes

Prijon Kodiak & Seayak

Making room for New Fleet arriving soon
Plenty of choice, lots of colour combinations, paddles included

www.kangaroovalleycanoes.com.au

KANGAROO VALLEY
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king and overnight camps
Canoe hire
m the Village

Mmmm!
Nice new
bikes

The best way to
enjoy the Valley

Celebrating 15 years of providing fun filled activities

Enquiries phone: 44 651 502 anytime

SAFARIS 44 651 502
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KVRFB Update
During the time since the last Valley
Voice the brigade has attended four
calls for assistance.
The first two calls came on Wednesday 23
July.
The first call came at 10.42 am and was for
Cambewarra, Beaumont and Kangaroo Valley
to attend a two car MVA on Cambewarra
Mountain 500 meters from the top on the
Kangaroo Valley side.
After a slow start to get crew Kangaroo Valley
was away with two crew and Beaumont with
three crew.
Cambewarra was still at station awaiting crew
members as Kangaroo Valley and Beaumont
arrived on scene.
The police and tow trucks were already there
with one car already loaded and ready to go so
the accident had occurred a while before we
were called out. As this call was in Beaumont’s
area we handed over the incident to them and
we headed back to station.
As we were in the process of turning around to
come home we heard Cambewarra receive
another call to an incident in Koloona Drive,
Cambewarra.
This became our second call.
As Cambewarra still had only had two crew
and as we were at the top of the mountain we
offered to head that way to assist them at a
report of an explosion and fire.
This offer was accepted by fire control and at
11.11 am we were responded to Cambewarra.
Cambewarra brigade arrived on scene as we
turned into Hockeys Lane and they reported
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that a resident had started a small fire on his
property and tried to help it along with a good
dose of fuel, hence the explosion.
As everything was under control we were called
off from attending as was Illaroo Road brigade
who were also called out to attend. Beaumont
brigade had also offered to go to Cambewarra if
required after they left the initial incident but
they were not required.
Kangaroo Valley crew arrived back at station at
11.50 am or so.
The third call came at 9.38 am on Sunday 17
August for Kangaroo Valley to respond to a car
fire approx 5km NW from Kangaroo Valley
towards Barrengarry.
After paging Kangaroo Valley first up, both
Beaumont and Broughton Vale brigades were
then also paged to respond.
As Sunday is a maintenance day the tankers
were already out of the shed and running so
three crew were away in good time in Valley 1.
Kangaroo Valley crew saw the smoke just as
they passed Barrengarry store and noted it was
half way up the mountain, this information was
passed to the other brigades and fire control.
On arrival we found a fully involved vehicle
fire with a caravan attached.
An off duty police officer had stopped all traffic
and identified himself to us and informed us
that all people were out of the vehicle and that
the caravan had two (2) 9kg gas bottle attached
at the front that were being impinged by fire, a
very dangerous situation for the crew on scene.
As a member of Valley 1 set two lines of 38
mm hoses another member donned CABA gear
and he took to cooling the gas bottles, whilst
doing so a tyre exploded giving all a bit of a
fright, as the second Valley crew member
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donned his CABA gear and when he was set up
he attacked the vehicle fire whilst the gas bottles
were still being cooled.
As this was being done four other Kangaroo
Valley crew turned up in private vehicles with
two taking on traffic control and two others
assisting with the fire.
The car was quickly extinguished but the
cooling of the gas bottles was kept up for some
time.
Beaumont arrived on scene and was asked to fill
Valley 1 tanker with water as we were getting
low and Broughton Vale was called off from
attending.
When it was decided that the area was safe
traffic was allowed to pass with RFS crew
alternating the traffic flow past the incident.
Police arrived on scene and tow trucks were
organised.
During the cleanup and extinguishment of the
fire a gas burner cartridge was found in the
luggage of area of the Mercedes 4WD that had
exploded prior to our arrival.
There was nothing left of the vehicle however
the caravan was saved with only slight burning/
melting at the front.
Beaumont crew was stood down, however
Kangaroo Valley stayed on till the car and van
were removed and the road cleaned up.
(Continued on page 35)
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Star struck
By Gerard Keyser

September will be bringing pleasant
spring twilight and its early evening
when we find the most action in our sky.
The two inferior planets, those closer to the
Sun than the Earth, are both reaching their
greatest elongation.
This means that when viewed from Earth they
are about as far from the Sun as they will appear
during the year.
Mercury reaches 27˚ elongation and unusually
can be seen in the dark sky, rather than in
twilight.
Venus, a good deal brighter and larger, will
move with Mercury and Mars in a harmonic
dance for most of the month.
An especially nice configuration occurs on the
3rd with the three day old crescent Moon.
On the 12th Venus and Mars are only 20 minutes
of arc (1/3 of one degree) apart.
The angular size of the full Moon is
approximately 30 seconds of arc so you can get
an idea of how close this really is.
Mercury is not a brilliant telescopic object as it
is very small and appears more like a bright star
in a telescope, with no apparent detail.
Venus never appears unclothed, shrouded in
eternal cloud she is the beauty who reflects the
Sun’s light, turning coquettishly first one way
then the other, allowing us to view only phases
such as our Moon and occasionally ducking

Also presenting
artworks by
Rhonda Punnet,
Sally D’Ovelle,
Sheila Young,
AF
Ming Gu,
Leah Parrish
Kirsten Deakin,
Laurie De Ville,
Janet Mulligan,
Larraine Hahlos,
Di Hamer,
Matthew Lee
Sue Williamson
Colin Williams,
Mark Svensson
Rhona Parker
and sculptures
by
Ole Nielsen
and
Eloise Lamond

10 am to 4 pm
Daily
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behind the Sun to reappear in the morning sky.
The first space probe to reach Venus was the
Russian craft Venera over forty years ago.
After sending back some minute or so of grainy,
indistinct black and white footage it was
summarily crushed by the pressure of the
Venusian atmosphere.
Our current picture of the Venusian surface is
mainly constructed by radar mapping.
Mars is definitely a planet that requires high
magnification and patience but is easily found
glowing reddish orange in the western sky
throughout the month.
The real planetary highlight is Jupiter, rising
about 3 o’clock in the afternoon he is visible
from sunset and is due north around 9 pm.
For those of you with telescopes there are some
Jupiter Moon events happening in prime time
(between 7 and 10 PM) on these dates; the 4th,
7th, 11th, 13th, 20th, 23rd, 24th, 27th, and 30th.
Of course there is something happening nearly
every night but often later so see if you can get
out under the stars one of these evenings when
Jupiter is the easiest of targets.
The events can include eclipses, transits,
shadow transits and occultations.
An eclipse means the shadow of the planet
hides the moon whereas an occultation means
the moon actually disappears behind the planet.
The actual event type is described in the
almanac, Astronomy 2008, and also in the
magazines Australian Sky and Telescope or
Sky and Space.
These three are the source of most of my
immediate information.

The Gallery

Jupiter. September’s star attraction
Astronomy 2009 will be in print by November
and would be an ideal Christmas present for
the astronomer in the family.
This book only sits on the shelf when I’m at
work or asleep.
Last year it attracted a retail price of $24.95
and I can get it for less through my local
astronomical society. If anyone is interested
please contact me at
gerardk@snoopashoal.com. I have no
financial interest in this publication. Also
contact me for anything to do with astronomy,
the only fee required is your interest and
remember there are no dumb questions, only
dumb answers.
Clear Skies.
More Astronomy (Gerard’s road trip, page 36)

in Kangaroo Valley

149 Moss Vale Road, telephone 44 651 621
email larraine@onaustralia.com.au
Left: Sunset: photo
by Matt Lee
Right: Noble Steed
Gambier stone by
Eloise Lamond
Bottom left: Old
tree: by Gu Ming
Bottom Right:
Impressions of
Kangaroo Valley
by Leanne Booth
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Conference finds birthplace
of noxious Fireweed
The noxious weed, Fireweed, has now
begun its winter growth in many areas of
the city and Council’s Noxious Weed
inspectors have begun inspections on
properties where infestations have been
recorded in the past.
Council’s Noxious Weeds Officer has
recently attended a South Coast conference
to specifically deal with new scientific
control methods for the weed.
The conference, in Bega, attracted more than
200 people to hear field experts, research
scientists, biological control experts and field
practitioners discuss various options and the
factors affecting the control of Fireweed.
The conference was opened by Bega Valley
Shire Mayor Councillor Tony Allen, with the
Member for Bega Mike Kelly attending the
closing sessions of the conference.
Research Scientist, Community Representatives,
Local Government and Department of Primary
Industries Officers discussed strategies for the
biological and traditional control methods for
the weed.
Shoalhaven City Mayor Councillor Greg
Watson said attending a conference such as this
is extremely beneficial for Council.
“The depth of knowledge and expertise of the
speakers, each one being an expert in their field,
and the participation of council staff from local
governments throughout NSW allow Council’s
Noxious Weeds officer to gain valuable
knowledge that will be directly applicable to the
Shoalhaven.”
During the Conference Mike Kelly announced a
$300,000 grant to go towards the first stage of a
research project on the biological control of
Fireweed.
While the company Hassall and Associates
presented research findings into the socio-

For sale Kitchen

$1000 the lot
Beautiful condition
Lovely timber cupboards with
handles and Creak laminex

Includes
Buffet Bench, 4 doors and 4 drawers
Lower bench on the other side
Bedside buffet, bench space for
dishwasher, lovely 2 basin round sink,
2 doors under
Pantry, 4 doors under hutch with
electric hotplates, next to wall oven.
Drawers below oven, with 4 doors
above oven and Fridge (fridge not
included in price.

Just $1000 the lot.
A real bargain

Contact 02 44 416 191 or 44 651 377
Sitting in lounge room,
just waiting to be installed

economics effects of
Fireweed on the
communities on the
South Coast.
Shoalhaven City Council
was one of five local
governments who
contributed $5,000
towards the research.
Prior to the Fireweed
conference the Kangaroo
Valley Fireweed
Committee met and sent
a letter of support to the
Bega conference.
The conference showed
overwhelming support
for research into finding a biological control for
Fireweed even though representatives from
CSIRO warned that research into biological
agents is a slow and costly process.
Research at the Adelaide University had
positively identified the species of Fireweed
growing in NSW as coming from the Kwa Zulu
– Natal Province of South Africa.
Visiting Professor John Edwards told the
conference that research has found that the
toxins produced by Fireweed are not present in
levels that would pose a danger to human health
in milk from dairy cattle grazing on Fireweed.
Professor Edwards also stated that there is
minimal risk of Fireweed toxins being stored in
muscle tissue of beef cattle and that there is
minimal chance of these toxins being absorbed
through the skin during the process of hand
pulling the Fireweed.
Some people have reported that they have
suffered skin irritation and respiratory problems
while pulling Fireweed out by hand.
The conference organiser recommended that
anyone pulling Fireweed by hand should to

wear gloves and a mask if predisposed to these
conditions.
Fireweed is now starting to grow in most
areas of the Shoalhaven and Council’s
Noxious Weed inspectors have begun
inspections on properties where Fireweed
infestations have been recorded in the past.
Council’s Noxious Weeds Officer urged all
property owners to commence their Fireweed
control programs now.
Programs could include hand pulling, spot and
or boom spraying.
It should be noted that slashing is not an
acceptable form of control in the Kangaroo
Valley and the Southern Shoalhaven.
Property owners are reminded that Council has
a spraying service available at reasonable rates
to assist property owners to control weeds.
Details of Noxious Weeds
and Noxious Weeds management Plans
are available on Council’s internet site at
www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au or
by contacting Council’s Noxious Weeds
office on (02) 4429 3833.
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Recently, for very obvious reasons, I've been
deluged with requests from patients for cardiac
assessments and investigations.
We should all be much more aware of our
Heart disease is very topical at present. cardiac status.
Not only locally, as all of us in the Valley, When was the last time you had your blood
pressure checked?
sadly, are all too aware, but also
Do you know what your cholesterol level is?
nationally.
How about your blood sugar?
As I write, doctors as a group are being asked to
Are you overweight?
focus more intensively on target levels for a
Do you exercise regularly?
number of cardiac risk factors which are simply
Do you have a family history of heart disease?
not being met.
Ho-hum.
These include hypertension,obesity,cholesterol
All sounds terribly boring,doesn't it?
levels and waist/hip ratio.
WELL,IT IS A MATTER OF LIFE AND
I recall as a student being asked what dose of a
DEATH!
particular drug I would use to treat a particular
YOURS!!!!
problem.
Sudden chest pain,sudden extreme shortness of
The answer the tutor wanted was 'enough to do
breath,a sudden feeling of impending collapse
the job.'
or sudden extreme faintness are all compelling
Well,the reverse certainly applies.
reasons to ring 000 immediately.
If you're not prepared to treat to target then the
On the subject of emergencies,allow me to say
value of treating at all needs to be questioned.
the following.
Near enough just isn't good enough.

Medical Musts
and Mentions

Page 31
The community should by now know that I am
happy to provide an after-hours service for
emergencies or urgent medical problems and
that the telephone number to ring for this
purpose has been extensively made public for
quite some time.
In addition the surgery phone number
automatically diverts to my mobile when the
surgery is unattended and a facility is available
for an appropriate message to be left.
However,please be aware that the Valley's
unique geography poses it's own
communication problems.
Many times I haven't received messages until
some forty minutes after they've been sent.
In urgent situations,if you've left a message
and not had a reply within fifteen
minutes,TAKE ALTERNATIVE
APPROPRIATE ACTION!
Talk again soon.
DR.BOB IN THE VALLEY.

Remember the
Kangaroo Valley
Folk Festival
September 12-14
Be there !!!!!
for Great
entertainment !!

Looking to buy or sell, or just want to know what your property is worth?
Contact Sharyn Thompson or Robyn Murphy for a free market appraisal on your property today!!!!

Ray White Nowra Group have sold more properties in the Shoalhaven Area:
Sharyn Thompson brings with her 13 years as a Real Estate Licensee in both Rural and
Residential sales.
Robyn Murphy brings with her local knowledge of the Kangaroo Valley Area as well as
residential sales in the Shoalhaven.

As a respected and professional agency we offer seller and buyers:

!"
!"
!"
!"
!"

Exceptional service in sales
Personal attention in all real estate needs
Open and honest communication
Wide exposure with all 4 offices and an exceptional team
Access to 4 web sites

Nowra/Bomaderry, North Nowra and Gerringong
sharyn.thompson@raywhite.com
robyn.murphy@raywhite.com

Sharyn Thompson 0412 054 200
Robyn Murphy
0411 690 499
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We’re supporting
Gareth Ward
because…..
“….Gareth was the only Ward One Councillor who fought
to ensure the Kangaroo Valley Footpaths Action Group
obtained funding from Council. He was successful in
obtaining $20,000 for this important local project. We need
someone with the energy and experience who will get
things done for Kangaroo Valley.
Ron Bower
“….As one of our four local Councillors, Gareth has
delivered the upgrade to Mt Scanzi Road, Jacks Corner
Road, Upper River Road and has worked particularly hard
to make improvements to Moss Vale Road. He is a fine
example of an intelligent and energetic local young person
who works hard for our community and keeps the Council
honest.
Jason Horton
“….The Valley needs Councillors who are prepared to work hard and fight
for us. Gareth is accessible and is always there when we need someone to
listen and deliver for our community. I’ll be supporting Gareth because we
need to encourage local young people who are prepared to stand up and
make a difference!
Sandra Knight

GARETH WARD has the energy and the
experience to keep on listening and
delivering for KANGAROO VALLEY
P: 4421 8973 www.garethward.net.au

Authorised by Gareth Ward, 41 Tarawal Street, Bomaderry. Printed by the Kangaroo Valley Voice
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Rain no dampener on this parade!!!

Garden Group

Here we learned
quite a lot about a
The third annual chicken run
new food available
On what was supposed to be the coldest and a spray and
liquid to combat
(and wettest) day of the year so far, we
scaly leg mite, the
donned wellies and umbrellas and
scourge of all
headed out on our 3rd Annual Chicken
feathery- legged
Run.
chickens.
This day came about because winter is
It would be hard to
often miserable in the garden and no one
find someone who
wants to showcase his/her efforts in July or loves her birds
August.
more.
So the Chook Pen Tour was created.
With little ones
With so much interest now in permaculture and running around, the
sustainable living, chickens are a wonderful
chickens are
investment for the gardener: eggs, meat,
obviously also
compost and manure to just name a few
contented!
advantages.
Then it was on to
The four coops on this tour did not disappoint.
Jan and Jim
Starkey’s place.
We first visited Liz Aitken and Robert
Morgan’s extravaganza.
They had started with a small hut and garden
but their love of chickens grew and now there is
a magnificent double pen and run with
automatic waterers.
Their chickens are completely enclosed, as
protection from foxes and eagles and they are
able to free range in the orchard.
As we stood in the rain the chickens were able
to lie on their rice straw in comfortable warmth.

Janice, Gina, Liz Aitken, Judy at Liz and Robert's chicken palace

collection and a view over the rainforest and
valley.
These are such happy hens that they produced
the winning entry in the six eggs section of the
Kangaroo Valley Show in 2008!
Our last, and lunch, stop was at Lee and
Bruce’s where the enclosed chicken pens are
fondly called the Taj Mahal.
This has been included on each chicken run,
but there is an additional attached pen this year
for the guinea fowl, with an ingenious opening
above the door for the birds to fly out but to
prevent the foxes from climbing in.
Jan and Jim Starkey's chicken apartment
Thank you to all the owners who welcomed us
to view their chook pens and who spoke to us
st
We had visited on the 1 Chicken Run, when it on their experiences and answered all our
was still in the construction stage and there was questions.
a fake chicken in place to give us the idea.
The day was wet and cold but you made it a
Now it is perhaps the most elegant chicken
very happy chicken run with your warmth and
coop we have ever seen.
generous sharing of hard earned knowledge
There are only four hens but they have an
about all things chicken.
indoor/outdoor run complete with a chicken
Lee Sharam
gym, their own water tank for rainwater

Duck Heaven
Then a quick look at their beautiful lake with
the ducks swimming – the only creatures
completely happy in their wet element.

AROMA CLEAN LIVING LINEN HIRE
“Supplying linen
to holiday accommodation
on the South Coast”:
Now offering Winter Specials
(at greatly reduced prices)
Packages available
Sheets, towels, hand towels, bathmats
Delivery & Pickup included
Quality fresh white linen

Glenys, Louise, Donna, Gina, Elaine and Jim
admiring Donna's chickens
Our second stop was to see Donna Parker and
Craig Winter’s chook pen arrangement.

Phone 0401 284046
e-mail aromacleanliving@bigpond.com
www.aromacleanliving.com.au
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Amnesty letter-writing – perhaps in the Valley?
collective action, saves lives, and frees
prisoners.
Ordinary people, whose personal well-being
and security are assured, join together in huge
numbers to save people they do not know, and
will never meet.
My small participation in that process was one
of the most humbling and inspiring experiences
of my life.”
The research department where J K Rowling
once worked identifies cases of human rights
abuses and is rigorous in verifying all facts and
circumstances pertaining to each case before
“adopting” an individual as a prisoner of
conscience.
Details about cases taken up by Amnesty are
Amnesty mobilises thousands of people who
sent out to members (there are over one million
have never been tortured or imprisoned for
worldwide), often in the form of an “urgent
their beliefs to act on behalf of those who have.
action”, where someone is considered to be in
The power of human empathy, leading to
imminent danger of torture or execution.
Together with others around the world,
members of the Shoalhaven group of Amnesty
International then seek to act directly on these
cases by writing letters to government
authorities in the relevant countries.
Despite the best intentions, writing letters alone
at home often doesn't happen.
So now we inspire each other by getting
together once a month, for one hour.
All information is supplied by Amnesty,
including the names and addresses of recipients
and suggestions of what to say to them.
There is always a choice of cases to work on.
In August, several of us wrote to Iranian
authorities concerning a Kurdish man arrested
and in serious danger of being tortured simply
because he was a peaceful campaigner for better
treatment of Iran's Kurdish minority.
Amnesty members all around the world would

J K Rowling has said that one of the
greatest formative experiences of her
life preceded Harry Potter yet
influenced what she subsequently wrote
in those books: it was a job she had as a
university student, in the research
department of Amnesty International's
headquarters in London.
“Every day, I saw more evidence about
the evils human kind will inflict on their
fellow human, to gain or maintain
power.... I also learned more about human
goodness at Amnesty International than I
had ever known before.

Bundanon open garden days September 20 and 21
Tony McGrath, and Frank MacDonald.
It features a dramatic wisteria in full bloom
over the courtyard and a profusion of ferns,
irises, azaleas, agapanthus, acanthus, herbs,
gardenia, hydrangeas, and spring bulbs in the
garden beds.
After that many plantings were added by the
Boyds.
Australia's Open Gardens Scheme makes the
In 1981 Arthur's studio was built at the bottom
nation's best private gardens accessible to the
of the garden where he could draw on it as his
public.
inspiration.
On 20 and 21 September Shoalhaven's own
Amongst the clever landscaping and beautiful
stately homestead at Bundanon is taking part
plants there are some hidden treasures in the
for the second year, welcoming visitors to the form of rare sculpture.
beautiful estate which so inspired Arthur Boyd. Arthur Boyd frequently sculpted in ceramics - it
Despite its ancient appearance the garden was was his father's favoured medium - but his only
only laid down in the late 1960s by Sandra and marble sculpture "Narcissus" is on display in
the garden.
There's also a bronze cast of his famous ceramic
work from 1956 "The Bride".
The work of other Boyds can also be seen, from
Arthur's youngest brother Guy Boyd, and Guy's
daughter Lenore.
Visitors over the weekend are encouraged to
picnic under the huge spreading trees of the
grounds and there will be performances by
soprano Jane Sheldon accompanied on the
Steinway grand piano in the Homestead.

The Open Garden Scheme has
apologised for promoting the incorrect
date for the open garden weekend at
Bundanon.
But to avoid disappointing the public
Bundanon would like to make clear that
the weekend is on 20 and 21 September.

For Valley Voice
advertising
please phone

44 651 621

have written letters for the same man, and we
hope that our appeals, coming from so many
different countries in a short space of time, will
have saved an innocent man from a terrible fate.
Many prisoners have been released or had their
cases reviewed following Amnesty's campaigns
for them.
The pen is mightier than the sword.
Amnesty Shoalhaven's letter-writers meet every
second Friday of the month, at the Wholemeal
Inn in Nowra, from 2.30 pm to 3.30 pm.
Our next session will be on 12th September. You
don't have to be an Amnesty member to write
letters, and you don't have to stay for the whole
time.
If you're unsure of what to write, friendly and
more experienced letter writers will help you
get started.
Aerograms are provided, or bring your own
notepaper and envelopes.
And a pen, of course.
Please join us... Perhaps in the Valley?
If any Valley residents would like to be part of a
letter-writing group, we could start one here, at
a time and place of mutual agreement.
If you're interested in doing this, please contact
me on 4465 1357 or via email,
turnockl@westnet.com.au.
Libby Turnock
"If you have yet to visit Bundanon homestead
and Arthur’s Studio, the spring display these
acreage grounds provides should make it a must
see." said Deborah Ely, CEO of Bundanon.
Gardeners are welcome to lend their skills to
help in this historic garden and be part of the
Bundanon LandCare group caring for the
extensive bushland.
The gardens will be open on Saturday 20 and
Sunday 21 September between 10.30 am and
4.00 pm (Bundanon suggests entry before 1pm).
Light refreshments will be available for
purchase with music performances at 11 am and
2 pm.
No pre-booking is necessary, tickets can be
purchased at the gate and cost $5 for the garden
only or $12 for the garden and homestead.
WHAT: Bundanon Open Gardens Weekend.
WHERE: Bundanon Homestead, Illaroo Road,
West Cambewarra. Follow the signs from North
of the bridge in Nowra.
WHEN: 20 and 21 September between 10.30am
and 4.00pm (Bundanon suggests entry before
1pm). Music performances at 11 am and 2 pm
TICKETS: No pre-booking is necessary, tickets
can be purchased at the gate and cost $5 for the
garden only or $12 for the garden and
homestead.
FOOD: Light refreshments will be available for
purchase
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“Those were the days, my friend…”
To commemorate her birthday, actress/
vocalist, Julie Andrews made a special
appearance at Manhattan's Radio City
Music Hall for the benefit of the AARP.
One of the musical numbers she performed was
'My Favorite Things' from the legendary
movie 'Sound Of Music'.
Here are the lyrics she used:
(Sing It!) - If you sing it, its especially
hysterical!!!
Botox and nose drops and needles for knitting,
Walkers and handrails and new dental fittings,
Bundles of magazines tied up in string,
These are a few of my favorite things.
Cadillacs and cataracts, hearing aids and
glasses,
Polident and Fixodent and false teeth in
glasses,
Pacemakers, golf carts and porches with
swings,
These are a few of my favorite things.

When the pipes leak, when the bones creak,
When the knees go bad,
I simply remember my favorite things,
And then I don't feel so bad.
Hot tea and crumpets and corn pads for
bunions,
No spicy hot food or food cooked with onions,
Bathrobes and heating pads and hot meals they
bring,
These are a few of my favorite things.
Back pain, confused brains and no need for
sinnin',
Thin bones and fractures and hair that is
thinnin',
And we won't mention our short shrunken
frames,
When we remember our favorite things.
When the joints ache, when the hips break,
When the eyes grow dim,
Then I remember the great life I've had,
And then I don't feel so bad.

Ms. Andrews received a standing ovation from
the crowd that lasted more than four minutes
and many repeated encores.
Editor’s note.
We are pleased to share Ms. Andrews' clever
wit and humor with our readers for the next
birthday singalong.

A fire that is being used for cooking
Permits can be organised through the Fire
Control Centre or through the Kangaroo Valley
purposes or fires in an incinerator,
however even these types of fires are
RFS Station.
There are a number of requirements in relation
banned on Total Fire Ban days.
(Continued from page 28)
to obtaining permits and their use.
Valley 1 crew returned to station at 12.33 pm
You need to contact Shoalhaven Fire
Remember;
The Fourth call came at 5.23 pm on Saturday
Control Centre at LEAST 24 hours
23 August for Kangaroo Valley to attend a fire
prior to burning off
Having a permit does not make a fire safe,
at the side of the road approx 6 minutes along
you still are responsible
Permits are automatically cancelled on
Wattamolla road from Kangaroo Valley road.
Very
High,
Extreme
and
Total
Fire
If
a
fire
gets, or looks like it could get, out
Two crew headed out knowing that very little
of control call 000 for assistance
Ban days
would be happening after the rain of the
You must notify your neighbors 24 hours
The members of Kangaroo Valley brigade
previous night but had to attend as the call came
who give permits are Volunteers so
prior to burning off
via 000.
The fire has to be supervised during it’s
do not call at ridiculous times or
On arrival we found two small piles of trees that
expect that if you call today that they
entirety till extinguished
was being burnt, however the property owner
You must have water available at all times
can drop everything to come and
was not in attendance.
inspect your proposed burn off that
during
the
burning
off
It was decided that they were safe and not
You must make yourself aware of the
you wanted done yesterday.
posing a threat so it was left alone and we
weather conditions and forecast prior
returned to the station.
to, during and after the burning off
Craig Winter for KVVRFB
Congratulations; On 25th August a number of
You do not need a permit for
members attended a medal presentation for their
service in the Rural Fire Service.
The evening was held at the hall within the
Shoalhaven council chambers.
Seven Kangaroo Valley members were invited
to the ceremony however due to conflicting
engagements only four were able to attend; the
other members were presented their medals at
the Kangaroo Valley Station by Captain David
Smart.
The medals presented were
The national medal (2nd Clasp) was awarded to
Keith Nelson.
The national medal was presented to David
(dusty) Smart, Phillip (jingles) Chittick, Barry
(brother) Ferrington and Bill (BC) Chittick.
The 25 years service medal was presented to
Vincent (Vinni) Winch.
The 15 years medal was presented to David
Selby, even though Dave has been a member for
more than 20 years.
30 years Electrical experience
NOTE;
It is that time of the year again, FIRE
PERMITS. As of first September you need to
have a permit to have fires in the open.

KVRFB Update
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Star struck
By Gerard Keyser

Kitt Peak National Observatory
The caravan rolls on
It was a huge day at the Fred Lawrence
Whipple Observatory but rather than
exhausting us it inspired us and we
weren't to be disappointed the next day.
Once again we travelled southwest from
Tucson but unlike the day before we found
our way straight to our destination, Kitt
Peak.
It was well signposted and easily accessible
with your own car.
Kitt Peak was founded in 1958 under the
auspices of the National Optical Astronomical
Observatory and there are 25 optical research
telescopes currently in use at this installation.
It is most famous for the iconic McMathPierce Solar Telescope, a striking
construction conducting cutting edge solar
studies for nearly 50 years.
It sits atop a 2096m (6880ft) mountain in the
sacred lands of the Tohono O'odham Indian

Valley Guide
to eating
out

Tribe and was dedicated in 1962.
The tribe call the astronomers those “ men with
the long eyes”.
This observatory has a wonderful public
outreach program with guided tours, night sky
observing during the summer, public lectures
and volunteer docent programs.
Guided tours occur three times daily for only
$4, no booking in advance was required and
places were allocated on a first come first
served basis.
We bought our tickets when we arrived then
spent the next hour watching a historical video
presentation, an update on the latest
achievements of the Hubble Space Telescope
and an image of the Sun projected on one wall
of the visitors centre.

Australian Bistro

Visions at the Valley
44 652 820

Mediterranean

Café Bella
44 651 660

Thai

Jing Jo
44 651 314

A taste for all palates
Jack’s Coffee House
and Eatery
44 652 796

Australian bistro

Visions at the Valley
44 652 820
Value—service and
a good choice it’s all here in
Kangaroo Valley.

On the outside wall of the building is the
most magnificent mosaic depicting Mayan
interpretations of the visible heavens.
The visitor centre and gift shop here are not to
be missed.
Interactive displays included optics,
spectroscopy, solar and planetary physiology.
The shop was amazingly well stocked with
books, DVDs, optics, posters, photography,
clothing, American Indian artefacts from the
traditional owners as well as curios like
meteorites and tektites.
The plastic got a bit bent out of shape here.
The first part of our tour was to the McMathPierce Solar Telescope.
The building is designed as a gnomon, aligned
due north and built to the precise angle of

latitude for the location, it casts a shadow on the
ground which tells the time like a sundial.
I find statistics about this type of installation can
be eye-crossing and on the many tours we
undertook we were bombarded with figures,
dates and superlatives to saturation.
In this case however, the telescope is
monumental and warrants some description.
The concrete tower is 8 metres in diameter, 30
metres high, with walls 1metre thick.
To avoid turbulence, the heliostat (from the
Greek “helios” meaning Sun) , the solar
mirror array, needs to be above any heat
vapour from the ground.
The optical “tube” is lined with copper panels
through which 8,000 litres of water and antifreeze circulate.
In summer the
tunnel is kept
cool by
pumping this
refrigerant
through 8
klms of pipes
that line the
inside.
We had a
fascinating
view from
inside the
telescope
looking up at
the heliostat, a
photo of
which appears
below.
The diameter
of the primary mirror is 1.6m and is the largest
solar telescope in the world. It has a focal ratio
of f/54.
The light path is from the primary mirror to a
focussing secondary at the bottom of the cooled
tunnel and thence to a tertiary flat mirror half
way back up where the image is sent to the
research instruments.
The sunlight can be split and used
simultaneously for multiple projects.
Two of the original mirrors were manufactured
in 1931 out of fused quartz and were
experimental prototypes for the 200-inch
telescope mirror at Palomar.
More on my peripatetic travels next month
Clear skies
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Bushwalk from Huskisson to Hyams Point
were typical of the area when it was an out-ofthe-way holiday town.
Orion Beach faces north and the houses are
further from the shore; here the trees are almost
on the beach and the rock pools are delightful.
We were obviously walking after a storm that
They are also responsible for judging their
had flung onto the sands quite a lot of bull kelp
ability to undertake the walk.
and red sea grasses that help to stabilise the sea
That said, those who walked the long route
floor and support a variety of fish.
along the coast from Huskisson to Hyams Point,
From Barfleur Beach it is an easy climb up to
had a lovely day even though there were a
Plantation Point Reserve, where we were lucky
couple of light showers.
enough to have a talk by Barbara Liddle, one of
The clear water may not have been as blue as in
the local bush regenerators.
sunshine but the sands were just as white, the
This group has regenerated the area with native
lookouts spectacular and the bush tracks just as
trees and shrubs, keeps a lookout for vandalism
leafy.
and generally takes pride in the natural
We started from Shark Net Beach, walking
atmosphere they have restored to the park.
along the sand where we were protected from
Nelsons Beach runs along below the reserve,
the wind and over the flat rock ledge to
but we chose to follow the White Sands Walk
Huskisson Beach.
through original, unspoilt bushland above
Only at the end of this beach do you have to
Nudist Beach and Blenheim Beach, walking to
some of the platform lookouts just in case
there were any whales to be seen.
We had our lunch at Greenfields Beach,
named after Colin Greenfield who set up
house there in 1942, leasing 12 acres
behind the beach.
He lived there alone until ill health forced
him to swap, with Max Vost, his land for
two flats in Huskisson in the 1970s.
He planted the enormous pine trees that
surround the modern picnic area.
The Vost family lived there for a few
more years until they sold the land to the
Department of Planning in 1977.
After lunch we walked two more tracks
A typical Jervis Bay shoreline—beautiful white sand southwards: the continuation of the White
Sands Walk to Hyams Point and the
Scribbly Gum Track.
leave the sand in order to cross Moona Moona
A boardwalk starts from Greenfields Beach,
Creek by the bridge.
crossing a creek by bridge and then through the
The next stretch is along a bike/footpath the
bush and some massive blackbutts to a lookout
length of Collingwood Beach at Vincentia.
with a panoramic view from Point
Point Perpendicular is a landmark that can be
viewed from the 3 km concrete path that fronts a Perpendicular to Bowen Island.
row of modern beach houses – gone are nearly Chinamans Beach is reached by crossing Duck
Creek and as it is wider and with a steeper
all of the little fibro fishing shacks that once

The bushwalking groups in Kangaroo
Valley are no longer affiliated with the
Department of Sport and Recreation.
This means that walkers are, at all times,
responsible for their own safety.

Orion Beach has unspoiled natural beauty
gradient than most along Jervis Bay, there are
sometimes good waves; we saw a pretty
scallop formation of the waves as they reached
shore. The water was an aquamarine colour
and the sun shone, for a while, on the soft fine
white sands.
We doubled back through the bush where there
were bloodwoods, scribbly gums and coastal
banksias.
The Scribbly Gum track heads inland from the
Hyams Point walk and takes you through heath
land, banksias, tea tree, scribbly gums and at
one point, near a creek, a plantation of sword
grass.
This is a circular walk and it finishes back at
the picnic area behind Greenfields Beach
where we had, happily, at the start of the day
left some cars so we wouldn’t have to walk all
the way back to Huskisson.
Lee Sharam

J. T. Rebbeck Earthmoving Contractor

4465 1329 Mobile 0414 744 258
Esther lets loose in a Jervis Bay reserve
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More from the Grey Nomads
We are travelling alone on
a rough dusty road
towards Millstream
Chichester National Park
when the ride suddenly
becomes a whole lot
rougher - a rear tyre is
We have two choices; stink out our tent or risk shredded (see photo). We
losing our worthless sneakers.
get down and dusty
We decide that no self-respecting dingo would changing the tyre and
steal our shoes.
drive on slowly knowing
Next morning we see dingo tracks but our
that another puncture will
shoes are untouched.
leave us in a pickle.
After two months in the outback, the red dust
Fortunately we arrive at
pervades our car, clothes, skin, nose our destination OK and are
everything.
reunited with our travel
Des Levins views the burst tyre in the great outback. A risky problem.

"And don't leave your shoes outside
your tent 'cause a dingo might snatch
them," advised the Ranger at Karijini
(Hamersley Range) National Park.
We look down at our sneakers, battered,
dust encrusted and smelly.

There’s iron in them, thar hills! Judi Levins at Kari

companions.
The Pilbara is a vast region of
rugged red ranges rich in
mineral resources.
The region is booming (position
vacant ads everywhere),
mountains of iron ore are being
mined and railed 350 km to the
coast for overseas shipment,
mostly to China.
The iron (almost pure hematite)
was deposited from the ocean
2.5 billion years ago.
Time has eroded the mountains
to form spectacular shear
gorges (see photo), ideal for
bushwalking.

Considering we are still in the tropics, the nights
are surprisingly cold, -5 degrees C on one night
leaving us desperate for the morning sun.
We have now left the Pilbara and are relaxing in
Exmouth, gateway to the Ningaloo Coral Reef
and the Cape Range National Park.
The beaches here are pristine and the coral starts
just off the beach.
We are now at our furthermost point from
home.
Tomorrow we head southeast to Carnarvon.
The next phase of our adventure takes us back
to the desert to climb Mt Augustus, the world's
largest rock.
From there we head south to Kalgoorlie and
then across the Nullarbor.
Regards
Des and Judi

ONLY

$339

Lawnpower
67/71 Berry St, Nowra 02 4421 4466
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through bushland. There is a need for more
housing, but not without regard to the
environment.
John Fergusson got involved in local politics
because of objections to development approvals
by Council against the wishes of the
community. There is a need to encourage small
medium size businesses, to create
Meet the Candidates and
opportunities for the young to work in the
On Friday 22 August, 30 local residents braved Shoalhaven.
Dennis Argall was prompted to stand by his
a cold, wet night to meet candidates for the
indignation at the inadequacy of the Mayor. A
forthcoming council elections at a public
former Australian ambassador in Beijing, he is
meeting hosted by Kangaroo Valley
experienced in dealing with businesses in
Community Association (KVCA).
There are no less than 10 candidates for Mayor, creating an environment for investment.
Gareth Ward, the only member of the present
and 21 for Ward 1, and KVCA had invited
Council to attend the meeting, said it was
them all to attend the meeting. That invitation
important to have young councillors.
was accepted by two mayoral candidates,
In his 4½ years on Council, he has helped get
Dennis Argall (Independent) and John
Fergusson (Shoalhaven Action Campaign), and funds for Kangaroo Valley Hall, the Pathways
Action Group, Jarrett’s Lane and Moss Vale,
eight candidates for Ward 1: Gary Lees (Shoal
Independents), Patricia Mason (SAC), Michelle Upper River, Wattamolla, Jacks Corner and
Cedar Springs Roads. Being on Council is
Spooner (SAC), Barry Horton (SAC), Gareth
Ward (Ind), Nigel Soames (Ind), Andrew Guile about major issues as well as individual
projects. He was the only councillor to vote
(Ind) and Margot Claringbold (Ind). Of the
against raising Tallowa Dam. He supports
others, three mayoral candidates notified
greater use of the Shoalhaven River – a great,
KVCA that they were unable to attend: Paul
unused asset of the Shoalhaven.
Crisp, Paul Green and (after the event) Kylie
Nigel Soames has served with the Royal
Caldwell. No response was received from any
Australian Navy for 10 years. He has no
of the others.
council experience, but knows how to get
The candidates’ labels may be somewhat
things done. Councillors should listen to the
confusing. Shoal Independents, headed by
community.
Mayor Greg Watson, is registered as a local
Gary Lees, a lawyer, said Council needs people
government political party and its councillors
with commercial experience. Tourism is a
are commonly perceived as voting as a block,
great driver of the Kangaroo Valley economy; it
rather than independently. Shoalhaven Action
depends on the environment, which needs to be
Campaign is a grass roots organisation of
preserved. There is a need for opportunities to
residents and non-resident ratepayers of the
Shoalhaven, whose representatives nominate as create employment. He supports community
“independents”: the meeting was informed that, input in planning.
Andrew Guile is Business Manager at Nowra
although they are guided by the broad policies
Anglican College. He worked for Joanna Gash
of the organisation, they will act, and vote,
MP for a year. Council should relate better to
independently. Of the others, described above
as “Ind”, Gareth Ward and Nigel Soames are on the local community.
Margot Claringbold is a recently retired
one ticket, and Andrew Guile and Margot
antique and jewellery dealer, and is standing as
Claringbold on another.
part of a non-political, independent group. She
Peter Wesley-Smith, President of KVCA,
chaired the meeting. He allowed each
candidate five minutes to speak and then an
hour for questions from the floor. With one
exception (Gary Lees), all candidates stressed
the need for greater integrity, transparency and
accountability on the part of councillors.
The following is intended to be a summary, not
a full report, of their other comments.
Patricia Mason was a Shoalhaven councillor
from 1995 to 2004. She said that development
is often promoted as necessary to create jobs.
The majority of the present Council was prodevelopment, yet the Shoalhaven still has one
of the highest rates of unemployment.
Michelle Spooner was so shocked that only
three councillors attended the pre-budget
meeting, before voting on the budget, that she
felt compelled to be a candidate herself.
Being a councillor is a complex task.
Councillors should act like company directors,
and keep politics out of it.
Barry Horton was also prompted to stand by
shock – in his case, on returning after 12 years
overseas, by the lack of opportunities in the
Shoalhaven. He strongly objects to the
proposal to build the North Nowra link road

Page 39
wants to make Council carbon neutral, and to
work with the community.
Questions
All questions, until the last two, were
addressed to all candidates.
Bryan Barger asked their opinions of the
proposal to site the sewage treatment plant
next to Barrengarry House.
Gareth Ward advised community concerns
would be included in a report to the new
council and Andrew Guile said Ward 1 needed
four councillors (not just Gareth) to represent
the views of the community. Patricia Mason,
Michelle Spooner, Barry Horton, Nigel
Soames and Margot Claringbold all expressed
strong support for protection of our local
heritage. Dennis Argall warned us to expect
more development after the installation of a
sewage treatment plant. Gary Lees will
reserve his opinion until he has read the
reports.
Paul Terrett asked what, if elected, would be
each candidate’s first priority. Patricia Mason,
Gareth Ward and Gary Lees said Main Road
92. Gareth also wants to reconstitute
community reference groups, and Gary
referred to “community planning processes”.
John Fergusson and Dennis Argall repeated the
need, above all, to reinforce council processes
to bring back integrity, transparency and
accountability. John will consult the
community first, and Dennis has a 100 day
program available on his website. Michelle
Spooner wants skilled staff to advise on the
new Local Environmental Plan. Barry Horton
chose the North Nowra link road, Nigel
Soames the safety of the mountain roads, and
Andrew Guile facilities to provide healthy
activity for the young. Margot Claringbold
wants councillors to visit the valley and hear
community concerns, before deciding on
priorities.
John Skidmore asked what were candidates’
views on future development controls for
Kangaroo Valley.
(Continued on page 41)
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NEW LISTING
Three bedroom, two bathroom quality home
on 7.4 acres in a lovely quiet part of the
Valley with tranquil views over Morton
National Park.. Presenting beautifully, it is
sure to attract strong interest .

Hidden Equity
With all the talk about the “financial downturn” it’s very easy to fall into a trap where our only
measure of success is financial. We can easily overlook other areas where we are building value, or
“hidden equity”. In small businesses, for example, there is an aspect
rarely
acknowledged.
Colonial
style
home in a It may
be an intellectual property amassed through years of experience and training, a database of
garden setting
contacts or an excellent reputation. Value and equity exist delightful
in every business
and we on
shouldn’t
forget this when dark clouds appear—the clouds will pass— the value will
2.5 remain.
acres We also have
equity in our relationships and lifestyle. The equity we build in our children and the equity we
build in ourselves through constant learning, and the equity we have in the wonderful lifestyle in
Kangaroo Valley which, as ads often say “is priceless”. So if someone tries to depress you with talk
of doom and gloom, take them on the trail of hidden equity, and look on the bright side! … when
one looks at what one can be grateful for, rather than the negatives, one’s sense of well being
improves greatly. In the end, it usually works out in the wash … even real estate!

JANINE TO THE RESCUE
When not slaving away with KVGetaways, you can find Janine on one of the South Coast
beaches doing her bit for wildlife.. Janine is a member of ORRCA and last weekend
received a call to attend to a stranded dolphin on the beach at Gerroa. When she arrived,
rather than a helpless stranded dolphin, Janine identified the animal as being an male Sub
Antarctic Fur Seal. This seal had hauled out and was resting on the sand under the watchful
eye of Janine and NPWS. If you ever come across an injured whale, dolphin or seal, please
contact ORRCA on 02 415 3333 or NPWS.

SOLD!
This architect designed four bedroom home
on 50 immaculately maintained acres sold for
a premium price — Proof that there are still
buyers prepared to pay for quality properties.

Ph: 02 4465 1404

165 Main Road Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577

...the leading agent in Kangaroo Valley

www.kvre.com.au
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The Google Street View car with the camera
mounted on the roof has been through
“Google Street View” Google Street View was introduced in the US in Kangaroo Valley at least twice.
May 2007 and arrived on our shores in early
Mark Waugh from Lazyfish Technology said
August.
“the first time I used street view to look at
Sometimes in the computer world new
Google Street View for Australia uses
Moss Vale Rd I could see all the open shops
technology, applications or ideas cause the
photographs taken by camera mounted on a car. and the Lazyfish van parked on the street but
mainstream press to get all excited and hot
These cars have been trawling Australia for
now the van isn’t there”.
under the collar. The “new thing” discussed some months now.
Your first use of street view tends to be spent
is Google Street View which has certainly
Using Google Street View to go from Jarrett’s looking at your own street. A bit like
been discussed in the newspapers and privacy Lane into town to outside the pub feels odd.
“googling” your own name. By the way I lead
is a foremost concern. The photographs are
You can see cars and people on the street. I spot a secret double life as a prominent Queensland
so clear that people have been caught
a family sitting outside the fudge house, Mum
botanist.
sleeping off all night benders on the lawn,
and Dad and two children. I think from looking I should send that link to my mother so she
people doing some very dodgy things in their at the photo I can easily identify them. I look at knows I finally got a career and a life.
cars as well as people sprung in the course of the people sitting outside the pub but can’t get Actually I’m relieved to see that there is no
an affair.
close enough to identify them. It looks early in Google Street View car and camera that’s been
What is it?
the morning and the pub is just open. I wonder up my road just yet so there are no images.
Google Street View is a feature of Google Maps who’s having an early morning drink. I reckon What do you need to view Google Street
that provides a 360 degree street level view.
it might be earlyish on Saturday morning
View? Apart from a computer and a fast
You can use controls to navigate the
judging from the numbers outside the bakery
internet connection, you will need an up to date
photographs and even travel along the street at
and the cars parked on the street. It all feels
browser at least Internet Explorer 7.
eye level.
quite invasive for me and I wonder about our
Go to www.google.com.au and choose maps in
The quality of the photographs is so high you
privacy and wish I knew more about privacy
the top left hand corner
could be standing on the side of the road.
laws.

Computers for Wrinklies with Mr Floppy

the discontinuance of community reference
groups; “Shoalhaven must never become
(Continued from page 39)
Shellharbour”. Dennis Argall wants the new
Andrew Guile said development must be
council to establish an independent panel to
appropriate, preserving natural and built
advise on contentious development
heritage. Gary Lees thinks the concept of one
applications. Barry Horton said we need proper
development control plan for the whole
processes to achieve what the community
Shoalhaven is confusing; Kangaroo Valley and wants. Michelle Spooner wants to preserve our
Berry need a strong DCP. John Fergusson also environment, and sees the need to plan ahead to
considers one DCP for the whole Shoalhaven to deal with the problems of an aging population
be inappropriate. Nigel Soames cited the need and more people wanting to move into the area.
to control development in our unique
Patricia Mason said we must be vigilant in
environment. Gareth Ward has fought against
applying the same rules to everyone.
Meet the Candidates

Folk Festival
Kangaroo Valley
September 12 –14
The Man from Kangaroo Valley Trail Ride
High country mountain ride
Tel: (02) 4465 1912
24 Hillcrest View Lane
Barrengarry
NSW 2577
Web site www.kangaroovalleyhorseriding.com

Bush walk on horseback
through the rainforest
& mountains of
Kangaroo Valley

The last two questions were addressed to Gary
Lees. Barbara Woodney asked why he was
standing on the Mayor’s ticket. Gary showed
political prowess in avoiding a response but,
when pressed, said the Council was a good
one, trying to create jobs. Finally, Paul
Turnock asked if Gary believed the Mayor was
a man of honesty and integrity. Answer “Yes”.
All but one of the candidates then availed
themselves of the opportunity to meet the local
residents over supper and further discuss their
concerns.
Tony Barnett, Secretary, KVCA
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Kangaroo Valley — Remexio Partnership

News from East Timor
Last month I started telling you about my
recent trip to East Timor, and some of the
experiences I had while travelling around that
tiny nation. I told you about visiting the girls
from Remexio who are studying to become
teachers at the Teacher’s College in Baucau.
Here I’ll tell you about another highlight of
the trip.
The Friendship Conference
The Conference was organised by a Victorian
Friendship Coordinating organisation and
attracted over 200 delegates from the various
Friendship partnerships and their Timorese
counterparts. The various Friendship
groups are doing interesting and varied work
for their villages and to meet the people
involved in these activities is to see an
animation and commitment that one rarely
enjoys. This enthusiasm to help others needs
to be tempered with a willingness to educate
ourselves of the cultural differences and to
tread gently.
One Timorese man at the conference
said: Don’t walk in front of us, you won’t see
us; Don’t walk behind us, we won’t see
you; Walk beside us so we can become
friends. People shared their experiences and
described situations where their enthusiasm to
help had sometimes been ill conceived and had
inadvertently caused problems. Most however,
spoke with good humour and gratitude for the
opportunities the friendship associations had
opened up for them.
Many friendship groups displayed photographs
and information about the projects undertaken.

There were representatives from ATA which
demonstrated solar panels and lighting units for
the purpose of providing lighting to remote
villages. The Friendship groups get involved in
diverse projects such as installation of water
tanks and solar panels, educational scholarships,
building of health facilities, community halls,
agricultural advise, sewing projects and the
purchase of school and sport equipment.
The delegates broke into workgroups to discuss
the challenges and the positives aspects of their
experiences and the most common challenges
were 1) Accountability and record keeping on
behalf of the Timorese; 2) Communication
difficulties 3)Expense of travelling to Timor.
President Horta’s recommendations to the
Friendship organisations were this: If you want
to help, help our people get access to fresh
water, teach them how to harvest and conserve
it; assist our young with vocational training and
BUY OUR COFFEE!
Prime Minister Xanana Gusmao spoke also and
at the completion of his speech was presented
with a crocodile shaped dulcimer handcrafted
by Terry Hennessy. It was a moment to
remember. His eyes lit up with sheer delight
and he moved to the microphone holding the
dulcimer in his arms, to sing an improvised
song about Australia and friendship! The

Chris Nobel presents Terry’s dulcimer
to Xanana Gusmao

BerryVets
in
KangarooValley
Consultations between 10 and 12 am Tuesday

(House calls available after 12 noon)
Consultation by appointment
Please phone: 4464-1899
Address: 11 Rectory Park Way, Kangaroo Valley

audience laughed and applauded and it seemed
the perfect offering of friendship and respect.
A memorable speech was given by the Victorian
MP for Bentleigh Rob Hudson. He concluded a
most powerful and moving speech with the
words that the Friendship groups will be the
most sustaining frienships with Timor leste, that
they transcend aid, government and burequcracy
and are about more than money. He said "it is a
bond between two peoples and many
communities."
It is suggested that another Friendship
Conference will be held in two years time and it
would be wonderful to see some K.V residents
participate.
Next month I’ll tell you about the friendships I
renewed in Remexio. Please contact the group if
you wish to plan a trip to Timor. We’ll give you
every assistance we can.
The group meets at 11.00am every Saturday at
Bella's Cafe and would welcome your company.

Valley Boys history
(Continued from page 11)

made a huge leap of faith entering into the first
Australian Imperial Force (AIF) with what is
now known as the worst war for Australian
casualties, with Poziers in France being the
deadliest battle in Australian history, and
responsible for the Valley losing several young
men.
One in particular was David Beacom at age 21
died in the battle for Poziers and would have
been involved in the awful trench warfare that
became all too familiar in WWI. 9 million
people died in WWI with Australian’s losing the
highest percentage of soldiers on the allied side.
The effects of WWI were felt throughout
Australia but for a small town like Kangaroo
Valley which relied so heavily on its male
labour workforce it would have made not just
the period from 1914-1919 hard but the time
therein after.
Many of you will know or heard of Mrs Elsie
Dewhust - included in the photo on page 11,
who as a young bride said farewell to her
husband Tim and never saw him again.
Elsie at 99 years young has lived in the Valley
ever since.
For those who are interested in WWI and the
Kangaroo Valley soldiers who died, the students
of The Scots College, Glengarry will be
showing multiple presentations on the men early
next year at the Pioneer Museum Park.
For now though, Geoff has kindly made his
publication available to the general public and
can be bought through the Pioneer Museum, at
$25 a copy or phone 4465 1306 and leave your
details on the answer machine.
Please speak slowly and clearly.
Geoff’s only request was that if any residents of
Kangaroo Valley have any additional
information on any other soldiers who died in
WWI, that they contact Elaine Apperley from
the Pioneer Museum on 4465 2026 and she will
get the information to Geoff.
Mark McLennan
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Ah Ha!
Community commitment
Australia Post has been providing a
continuous service to the people of
Kangaroo Valley for the past 138 years,
longer by far than any other business in the
valley and has operated from the present
location for 96 years.
Australia Post and its licensees, Bryan and
Esther, continue to have a strong
connection with Kangaroo Valley.
Over the years through its licensees Australia
Post has supported the community in many
ways. Financial and voluntary help is provided
on an ongoing basis to many local
organizations.
Australia Post and its Licensees provide the
community with so much more than mail

services.
It currently provides residents with banking
services to over 80 banks, credit unions and
building societies.
By using the banking and billpay facilities
you are helping to keep the Post Office a
viable business within Kangaroo Valley.
The viability of business banking is currently
being assessed.
Ink cartridges, computer paper, cd’s and
office supplies are also available from the
Post Office.
If an item is not in stock we are only too
happy to order it in for you.
Please support your local Post Office,
remember we are all still shareholders in
Australia Post!

Look what I
have found
in K.V. this
month!

New arrivals
surprises
bargains
Stationery: Office—School—Home
Cards & wrap
Gifts
Cash out: over 70 financial institutions
We appreciate your local support

44 651 199

K. V. Post Office

Bendigo Bank
CBA
NAB
St George
IMB
Illawarra C.U.
Teachers C.U.
Police C.U.
Visa Cr
Mastercard Cr

Sculptures
Watercolours, oils
K. V. Landscapes

44 651 621
Open 10-4 pm daily

The Gallery 149 Moss Vale Rd
Antiques, gifts,
collectibles, old books,
antique furniture,
jewellery, etc. etc.

44 651 022
The Nostalgia Factory
From the village drive across the famous
Hampden Bridge to see an amazing range of

Pottery
Australiana
Gift ware and furniture
4465 1350

Hampden Cottage Craft
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Kangaroo Valley Rowing Club
With the Olympic Games still fresh in
our minds, it is possibly a good time to
start thinking about taking up that sport
that you always wanted to do, or maybe,
pick up where you may have left off
some years ago.
If you have an interest in learning more
about Rowing, there is now a rowing club
based in Kangaroo Valley that is affiliated
with the New South Wales Rowing
Association.

Masters
Single Scull

Championship for her age group.
We row on Tallowa Dam which is some of the
best water for rowing to be found in the state.
We currently have a small, but growing, fleet of
sweep oar and sculling boats (for those of you
that know the difference) and several members
that can coach you from beginners level.
We are particularly looking for the more mature
rowers that would like to return to the sport, but
Earlier this year we also had a degree of success in general, if you are interested, we are
interested in you.
when one of our members won the State

Don’t be put off by the physique, size and age
of the Olympians.
All shapes, sizes and ages can and do row.
We merely require you to be able to swim and
have checked with your doctor if you have
poor health.
Whether you want to have a leisurely row in
beautiful surroundings or whether you want to
train to compete in the many regattas available
to us, just make contact to find out more.
Ken Novich 4465 2001 or
ken@miscellaneum.com.au

Valley
netballers
undefeated
A team of 9 Kangaroo Valley girls aged
8-10years, have just completed a
fantastic first NETTA season.
NETTA is an introductory game of netball
with 7 players on court with modified rules
which aims to improve game skills before
moving onto competition netball.
The girls were trained by avid local netballer,
Mariella Riley, in Kangaroo Valley and played
under the banner of the North Nowra
Bomaderry Netball Club (NNBNC).
The team name was Sportspower (aka Gems)
and their games were held every Saturday
morning at the South Nowra Netball complex.
During the 14 Round season the girls
consolidated the skills that Mariella has been
working with them on and showed significant
improvement in team play.
Above all each and every one of them
demonstrated complete enthusiasm for the game
and great sportship.
Thanks to NNBNC for accepting us into their
club and for their support throughout the season.
Thanks to Mariella for her commitment to the
coaching of the girls.
And thanks to all the netball supporters who
provided transport, oranges, cheering and a
sense of sideline camaraderie.
Here’s looking forward to 2009!
Kate Rutherford

Wingecaribee

WIRES
Rescue number

4862 1788

Back row: Gabrielle Murphy, Emily Rutherford, Mariella Riley (Coach),
Gabby Knight and Savanna Still.
Front row: Chloe Lenz, Lauren Barnes, Daisy Oke-Turner and Olivia Harvey
(Absent: Lily Stirling)

ANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
MINI DINGO DIGGER HIRE
MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
JOHN MCKINLEY
KANGAROO V ALLEY
MOBILE - 0428 610 508
A.H. - 4465 1181
FAX - 4465 1904

* MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
* CHAINSAW OPERATING
* LAWN MOWING
* FIREWOOD SUPPLIES
* 4 IN 1 BUCKET
* TRENCHING
* POST HOLE BORING
* SOIL LEVELLING
* POLY PIPE LAYING
* ROTARY HOEING
* STUMP GRINDING
* ANGLE BLADE
* RUBBISH REMOVAL

DIFFICULT & CONFINED AREAS 1.1 MTR ACCESS
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The Sports Report
There seemed to be a lot of talent amongst the
students who I am sure will also pass on their
knowledge, when the time is right in the years
ahead.
Characters like Bill are very rare and leave a
Kangaroo Valley’s living legend - Bill
great impression on all who are lucky enough to In the valley competition the Major-Minor pairs
Lawson, is still passing on his
competition is well under way with Ken
enjoy an encounter with them.
knowledge and loving it!
Crocker and Ken ‘Skip’ Chittick
This week the year 9 students from
progressing to the second round
the Scots College ‘Glengarry’
only to be eliminated by Nathaniel
campus, in Kangaroo Valley, were
Johns and Skip’s son Peter Chittick.
treated to some special advice on
Peter is still smiling at the family
the game of lawn bowls.
result.
Lance Brown, a student supervisor
Also in the pairs Tim Kelly and
at Glengarry, has been taking the
Bob Holdaway defeated Lance
students to the valley greens for the past couple
Brown and Ron Burcher after a
of years, but now the boys had the opportunity
close tussle until the 18th end when
to learn from the valley legend himself.
a disastrous 7 pointer sunk the
Bill Lawson explained everything from the
hopes of Lance and Ron.
etiquette of lawn bowls to the skills and
The Bias One.
techniques to produce one’s best game.
Bill brought several learning tools to assist the
boys, who showed great interest.
Valley Spring tennis competition underway
Assisting on the day was the ever youthful, 85
Spring Comp has started in earnest with Now that the nights are getting warmer it is a
years young, Slim Ward, who seems to be a
several teams already playing to a great great night out by the river!
favourite of the lads.
It is also time for the ANNUAL GENERAL
The students marvelled at the experience of
standard.
MEETING of the Kangaroo Valley Tennis
meeting and learning from Bill Lawson, who
The tennis has been fast and furious and very
has probably advised nearly every bowler in
competitive for such an early part of the season. Club.
The meeting will be at the Ambulance Station
the valley since the club’s birth in the early
We are always looking for new players of any
1970’s.
level, so contact the club if you would like to be on tuesday the 23rd of September at 7.30pm. All
are welcome to attend.
involved.

Bill Lawson – 95 years young!

Going to Sydney or the airport?
Going to Canberra?
Sporting events in Sydney?
Weddings?
Formals?
Social functions?
Special Occasions—up to 20 passengers
Wine & Garden tours of the Highlands
“Anywhere—Anytime”

Highlands Chauffeured Hire Cars
Are at your service:
24 Hours Seven days per week
Ring 0400 921 239
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Valley school athletes ran a great City to Surf
City2Surfers
On August 10, three girls from Kangaroo Valley
Public School lined up for the City2Surf.
They ran so well on the day that their combined
times put them 2nd in the Primary Girls

category by just 70 seconds - so close!
Zoe Binder (year 6) ran a fast 71:32, placing
her 7th in the 'girls under 12' individual
category.
Jamie Binder (year 4) clocked up 79:18, a
great effort
for her first
City2Surf
and Audrey
Gripper
(year 6) cut a
whopping
half an hour
off her time
from last
year to finish
in 87:34.
Well done
girls, a
fantastic
effort! (And
well done
Mums and
Dads for
keeping up
with them!)
Left: Audrey
Top right:
Zoe
Bottom
right: Jamie
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Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

Eccles Electrical
Ph 44651037

email: . chamalon@westnet.com.au
*All Electrical jobs including- domestic and commercial

*Refrigeration/Air-con

*Plus Pump Repairs

~Emergency Service Available~

The Village Green Nursery

Paul Obern Arborist Services

Pot Plant to Paddock—Natives, Exotics, Fruit and Ornamental
trees, Tubestock, windbreaks and Hedging

Qualified Tree Surgeon with 10 years Experience

NEW SEASON FRUITAND ORNAM ENTALTREES AND ROSES IN NOW

Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren
for helpful service and advice
“council carpark” Kangaroo Valley, open 7 days

Miss Shelleys Flower Shop
shop 1/98 queen street Berry, (behind newsagents)

bh.02 4464 3674 mob. 0422 687 854
Innovative, Creative, Original and Traditional
Flowering Hours
Monday to Saturday 8.30 am - 5.30 pm
Sunday and public holidays 10-4 pm

Runfree Boarding Kennels
Large modern, safe & hygienic kennels
Secure grassed area to run free with like-minded dogs
Minimum 8hrs out to play and explore if your pet is willing
Shy dogs will be accommodated
Quality food and fresh water daily
Annual C5 vaccination essential
Local pick up and delivery service available

Phone Andy: 0407 400 860 – 4465 2646
394 Bugong Fire Trail, Kangaroo Valley

Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding, Fire
Reduction Clearing, Thinning, Mulching, Dangerous Trees
Removed – all sizes

Call Paul Tel: 02 44651391 or Mobile No. 0403 610 236
Free quotes—Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

Archie's Artistic Services
44652135
Sculptured Environments in the landscape
Waterfeatures - Fountains - Garden structures
Mosaic and Tile work
Sculptures - Figure - Wildlife - Abstract
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Massage Therapist
Karen Palmer DRM
0417 407 212
ATMS accredited
Health fund rebates

Deep tissue, remedial, relaxation and pregnancy treatments available
Monday (all day),Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Saturdays

Ian McLean
Phone 4464 3267
Mobile 0427 643 267

Gift vouchers available
Ambulance station community complex

DRYDEN PLUMBING SERVICES
Plumber, Drainer & Gasfitter

7 Days, Emergency service

Call Mark or Margo
Phone 44651503 Mobile 0413 99 1080
Lic. No. 11234
Servicing Kangaroo Valley for almost 20 years

Kangaroo Valley Security
Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley
Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

“KANGAROO VALLEY” WATER CARTAGE
LOCALLY OWNED DOMESTIC WATER CARRIERS

Call us for all your:
1: domestic water needs
2: swimming pool fills or top ups
3: when installing septic tanks or water tanks
4: roadwork or driveway wet downs
5: any other of your bulk water requirements
Domestic and small rubbish removal
Craig & Donna: 4465-2170 or 0421 857207

KANGAROO VALLEY
PLUMBING SERVICES

Lee Dale:
Tel 0405 224043
Licence No: 158073C

KANGAROO VALLEY
PHYSIOTHERAPY
Doug Moore

24 hours—7 Days Emergency Service
15 years experience

Physiotherapist
Mobile: 0439 401 120
Email: Thevalleyphysio@hotmail.com
KV Ambulance Station, Mondays

Same day
hot water system replacement
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For Valley Voice advertising
please phone 44 651 621
PROFESSIONAL CERTIFIED LOCAL NAIL
TECHNICIAN

The Nail Gypsy
Deluxe Manicure, Pedicure and Spa
treatments. French polish or
permanent French tips in acrylic or gel.

CREATIVE AND
I.B.D

9.30 am-1 pm Mon to Fri.
Some evenings also available.

44652422 or
0419 921652

Quality full set
from $55

Bookings
essential

Shaun Canavan
9d Meroo Road
Bomaderry.
NSW. 2541
Ph: (02) 44210205
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Wot’s on in the Valley

Claim the date!

Special events September 2008
October 4

Concert at Riversdale

May 1-3, 2009

Kangaroo Valley Arts Festival.

September 6

KV School Trivia Night

September 12-14
September 13

K. V. Folk Festival
Council elections

Organisations are invited to use this page to claim the date
for any events they are planning, so as to avoid doubling up
and clashes with other groups.

Weekly events

Monthly events
Mon (1st)
Mon (2nd)
Mon (2nd)
Mon (3rd)

KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – David Smart 4465 1214
Senior Citizen’s Meeting - 10.30 am – “The Barn” Glenmack Park.
Environment Group – 6 pm – The Ambulance Community Complex –
Peter Stanton 4465 1688
A & H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Betty Allan 4465 1154

Tues (2nd)
Tues (3rd)
Tues (3rd)

CWA 10 am to 12, 12 Speaker, 12.30 pm Combined Luncheon,
1 pm to 2.15 pm Meeting
Pioneer Museum Park. Working Bee 9.00am to 12noon
Werner Bayer 4465 -1058.
Pre School Meeting
Pioneer Museum Park Trust 10-00 am Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
KV Historical Society 1 pm Garth Chittick 4465 1367

Thurs (2nd)

P. & C. Meeting – – KV School

Fri (2nd)

View Club Gen Meeting & Luncheon – 12 pm – Source at Kangaroo

Sat (last)
Sat (3rd)

Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482
Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare, meet at Upper
Kangaroo Valley Hall 9-11 am Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147
8-30 am Traditional service Anglican Church 4465 1585
10 am Contemporary service Anglican Church 4465 1585

Tues (1st)

Sundays

Bi-weekly events
Tuesday (2nd & 4th)

Lions Club – 7 pm Carolyn Green 4465 1384

Thursday (1st & 3rd)

Men’s Group7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 4465 1056

Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and Highlands
4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs-Fri Mass St. Joseph’s 11 am
Mon
Bingo – 5 pm KVB&RC
Mon
1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall 44651585
Tues
Men's Bowling - noon, Casual
Contact Club 4465 1175 leave name
Tues
10-12 & 6-8 Iyenga Yoga 44 651 364
Tues
8 pm Meditation Group
ph 0427 383 645
Tues
Cuppa & kids Sunday School Hall
10am
Wed
Mass St Joseph’s 6-20 am
Wed
Rural Fire Service Training at Shed
6pm
Wed
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact 44
651364
Thurs
5 pm Golf Croquet
Exercise Class 9-15 am KV Hall
Walking group P.O. 10 am
Thurs
1-3 pm Women's Care & share Anglican Hall 44651585
Sat
Sun
Sun

Sun

1 pm Social Bowls KV Bowling
Club
Bowling Club - 'Barefoot Bowls'
From 1 pm
Anglican Church
8-30 am Traditional service
10 am Contemporary service and
Sunday School
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am

*
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered free to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $36 per year
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.
Please tick the appropriate box:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY
SUBSCRIPTION - (Cheque or Money Order only thank you)
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

Your Mailing Address:Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________
K.V. Voice Office:- Pioneer Farm, Kangaroo Valley 2577. Phone (02) 4465 1621
If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you
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SCHOOLS & CHURCHES
EMERGENCIES
Preschool
Jacinta Powell
4465 1327
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Public School
Mark McCarthy 4465 1182
Ambulance
000
P&C
Dougall Blanch 4465 1182
Poisons
13 1126
Scots College
Ian Boyle
4465 1089
Integral Energy
13 1003
Anglican Church
4465 1585
Lifeline
13 1114
Sunday School Irene Dunn
4465 1056
Fire
000
Cuppa and kids Jane Gripper
4465 2017
SPORTS & EXERCISE
Catholic Church Anne Dynon
4464 1910
Graeme Mounsey 4465 1597
Uniting Church John Brentnall
4464 1034 Canoe Club
Cricket Club
Greg Thompson 4465 1531
Croquet Club
Heather Kelly
4465 1608
CHARITIES & SERVICE GROUPS
Vinnie Winch
4465 1448
CMR Institute
Isabel Butler
4465 1248 Fishing Club
John Rose
4464 2384
Lions
Lyn Obern
4465 1391 Golf Club
4465 1341
V.I.E.W. Club
Betty Allan
4465 1154 Ladies Bowling Margery Good
4465 1035
C.W.A.
Gwen Nelson
4443 3409 Men’s Bowling Phillip Chittick
Sharon Selby
4465 1186
Amnesty Int.
Libby Turnock 4465 1357 Pony Club
Nigel Lewis
4446 0638
Environment
Pamela Davis
4465 2285 Tennis Club
Wires
4862 1788
Group Secretaries - please check & update details

If undelivered please return to :-
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AGES & STAGES
Cubs/Scouting
Cathy Gorman
Senior Citizens
Bez McKenzie

4465 1540
4465 1873

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
A & H Society
Betty Allan
4465 1154
Alcholics Anonymous Rick
4465 1113
Brogers Creek Landcare Andrew
4465 1482
Historical Society Garth Chittick 4465 1367
FYRE
Karen Harrison 4465 1699
K.V.C.A..
Tony Barnett
4465 1800
KV Garden Group Lee Sharam
4465 1756
KVRFB Captain David Smart
4465 1214
Iyengar Yoga
Rose Andrews 4465 1364
Osborne Park/Hall J. Lenz
4465 1272
Pioneer Museum Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Tourist Assn
Sue Foster
4465 1165
Upr/Rvr Prog Assn D. Loneragan 4465 1364
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